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Abstract
AAA+ unfolding chaperones play vital function in cells as to maintain
its proteasome balance. Misfolded or aggregated proteins could be
unfolded and degradated by AAA+ unfolding chaperones through its
ATP dependent activities. Structurally AAA+ unfolding chaperones
form a oligomeric ring structure and normally binds with a peptidase
partner. N or C terminal tagged SP could be recognized by these
chaperones and bind to their central pores. During cycles of ATP
dependent conformational changes, these unfoldases could remodel SP
through large scale paddling motions of exible loops, with a conserved
G-hydrophobic-aromatic-G sequence, and translocate it to peptidase
partner for degradation. Provided with abundant information on the
general mechanism of how AAA+ unfolding chaperones work, there
still remains many questions answered. In this thesis, I am presenting
studies based on four aspects regarding this problem: (1) unfolding
and translocation of peptides with versatile secondary structures by
ClpY using atomistic model (2) Asymmetric processing of peptides
in sequential intra-ring allosteric mechanism of ClpY (3) structural
analysis of ClpY underlying asymmetric substrate handling (4) repeti-
tive forces assisted unfolding and translocation of model SPs by ClpY.
For this purpose, multiple methods including coarse grained simula-
tions, normal mode analysis and implicit solvent model are used in the
thesis. Highly cooperative translocation and unfolding have been ob-
served due to preservation of secondary structures in the remodeling
process. A maximum number of 4 coordinated subunits is observed
in the simulations, in agreement with single molecular experiments.
Comparisons of unfolding and translocation timescale of a beta hairpin
and helix reveal dierent unfolding mechanism of secondary structures.
Subsequent translocations of unfolded fusion peptides show stochastic
stepsize of translocation by coordinated loop motions. I am able to
show that central pore loops' TBR mechanism through interplay of
van der Waals and electrostatic interactions is responsible for the eec-
tive translocation of SP. In a clockwise-sequential intra-ring allostery,
the eective torque that central pore loops apply to SPs distributes
at more positive value compared to a counter clockwise sequential al-
lostery, indicating a more ecient SP handling. Detailed analysis on
interaction between active central loops to peptides shows stronger
correlations between successive subunit motions in clockwise fashion
allostery, which demonstrates clockwise allostery is more successful in
passing SP to next active subunit. The architecture of ClpY ring limits
its possible modes of operation. Functional modes are uncovered for
ClpY monomer, hexamer and mutant structure, designating important
features of intra-subunit and inter-subunit coupling during allosteric
motions of ClpY. Repetitive forces unfold and translocate model SPs
in similar mechanism as in allosteric simulations. However, I domain's
allosteric eect is shown be essential for various SPs to reach extended
conformations which manifest I domain's role as assisting unfolding
and translocation. For small proteins with strong resistance to me-
chanical forces, pore loops' 'breathing' motions are shown to rule out
the unphysical pathways.
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1Introduction
1.1 AAA+ protease machinery maintains proteome via-
bility
Cells are only able to function with a well-balanced proteome having tens of
thousands of protein species in their native state. These proteins are synthesized
on ribosomes as linear chains of up to several thousand amino acids. These chains
of amino acids must form a dened ensemble of three dimensional structures,
termed as the native ensemble. How these three dimensional conformations of
protein are formed and how proteins maintain their native structure remains
one of the most challenging and fundamental problems (1, 2). Stress in cells
(heat shock, pH change etc.) can lead to misfolded and mistranslated proteins.
All of these conditions could lead to meta-stable proteins and potentially form
aggregated proteins, leading to some well known diseases such as Parkinsons,
Alzheimer etc. that are involved in several dierent pathways (as shown in Figure
1.1).
Protein degradation and disaggregation represent critical protein quality con-
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Figure 1.1: Protein Quality Control (PQC).- Pathways of substrate protein remod-
eling involving misfolded or aggregated proteins.
trol pathways that remove defective and excess proteins. A family of molecular
machines, termed AAA+ (ATPases associated with various cellular activities)
proteases, is responsible for the protein degradation and disaggregation path-
ways (3, 4) . These proteases share a common architecture, consisting of a ring-
shaped protein unfoldase (ATPase) and a barrel-shaped compartmental peptidase
(5, 6, 7) (as shown in Figure 1.2). The AAA+ ATPase (which is also called Clp
ATPase) functions as SP remodeling engines using the energy produced by ATP
hydrolysis to unfold and translocate SPs through its central pore to their pepti-
dase partners (8, 9, 10, 11, 12). The chambered peptidase contains proteolytic
active sites, which will chop down the unfolded SP into peptides. To be speci-
cally recognized by these proteases, an exposed sequence of the SP needs to bind
to the central pore of unfoldase. This sequence, called the degradation tag, could
be from an exposed part of the unfolded protein or an attached sequence such
as C terminal degradation tag ssrA (13, 14, 15). Once bound to the protease, a
protein substrate must become engaged with the translocation machinery in the
2
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Figure 1.2: Working mechanism of AAA+ protease - A degradation tag is rec-
ognized by a AAA+ unfoldase. Conformational changes of unfoldase unfold and pull SP
though its narrow central pore. The peptidase compartment chops down the polypeptide
chains that were passed over.
central pore of the unfoldase to allow mechanical unraveling of folded structures
and threading of the polypeptide into the peptidase. Cycles of ATP hydrolysis
lead to conformational changes within the ATPase subunits of the ring, generat-
ing a vectorial force to propel the substrate through the pore and unravel folded
domains that are too large to pass.
AAA+ ATPases are present in all kingdoms of life (16) and share highly
conserved sequence and structure. One shared feature is the AAA ATP binding
domain (AAA domain). As shown in Figure 1.3, Class I has one AAA domain
and Class II has two AAA domains.
The AAA domain has a well-characterized sequence and topology arrange-
ments. It consists of two subdomains, a N-terminal / FOLD and a C-terminal
-helical subdomain (Figure 1.4). The wedge shaped N terminal consists of four
parallel arranged  sheet, 51432. Walker-A and B motifs are integral
parts of the AAA+ ATP-binding site (3). The P-loop of the Walker-A motif (be-
tween 1 and 1) directly interacts with the phosphates of ATP. The Walker-B
3
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Figure 1.3: Two classes of ClpATPases - Class I two AAA domain with two sets of
active central pore loops. Class II one AAA domain with one set of active central pore
loops
Figure 1.4: Sequence and topology of AAA domain - The secondary structure and
key elements of an AAA+ (ATPases associated with various cellular activities) domain
are depicted in linear diagrams. The approximate position of key elements the N-linker,
Walker-A and -B motifs, sensor 1 and 2, the second region of homology (SRH) and the
pore region are shown under the position of the -helices (rectangles) and -strands (arrows).
Residues of specic functional importance (for example, the GKT/S sequence of the P-
loop) are highlighted. There is a region of overlap between sensor 1 and the SRH. b |
A generalized topology diagram for an AAA+ domain. The coloring of the secondary
structural elements is consistent with the upper panel of part a, and the coloring of the
loops between the helices and strands is consistent with the regions highlighted in the lower
panel of part
4
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motif also forms contacts with nucleotide, and the acidic residues of its hhhhDE
sequence (h represents a hydrophobic amino acid) are crucial for ATPase activity.
Sensor 1, which is present in all AAA+ proteins, is found at the N terminus of
the SRH in the loop connecting 4 to 4. Owing to the conformation of the core
-sheet, sensor-1 residues, particularly a conserved polar residue, are physically
located between the Walker-A and -B motifs and interact with important Walker-
B elements and with the -phosphate of bound ATP. Near the C-terminal end of
the AAA+ domain, in the -helical subdomain, is sensor 2. Its residues also par-
ticipate in nucleotide binding. A conserved sensor-2 arginine, near the beginning
of 7, interacts directly with the -phosphate of ATP. Mutations on important
residues of these conserved sequences mostly results in impairing normal functions
of ClpATPases. AAA+ unfoldase functions as oligomers, generally a hexamer.
Members of Class I (Figure 1.3), ClpB ClpA ClpC, (17, 18, 19) form a hexameric
double-ring structure with two sets of pore loops located in the central channel.
Members of Class II, ClpY ClpX etc., have a single hexameric structure with
central pore formed by six loops from each chain. The hexameric conguration
gives AAA+ proteins unique characteristics. The feature of nucleotide binding in
the interface between subunits allows links between the nucleotide-binding sites
of adjacent subunits. Due to the oligomeric ring structure, the loop between 2
and 2 from each subunit contributes to form the central channel. The feature of
the loop ( aromatic-hydrophobic-glycine) is highly conserved and mutations on
the loops aect SP binding and processing without perturbing oligomerization
of function of AAA+ proteins suggesting its important role in the function of
AAA+ proteins.
5
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1.2 ATP dependent conformational changes of Clp AT-
Pase drive Substrate protein unfolding and transloca-
tion
One member of ClpATPase, ClpX, has been extensively studied in experiments
and becomes a well established model protein in experiments. Another member
of ClpATPases,ClpY, which only shares 50% sequence similarity with ClpX, has
crystal structures available at dierent conformational states (20, 21, 22, 23, 24).
This makes ClpY a perfect model system to investigate in computational studies
to shed light onto the common working mechanism of unfolding ATPases. From
the various conformational states of ClpY upon dierent nucleotide states, it is
almost evident that ClpY undergoes an ATP-dependent conformational changes
upon nucleotide binding hydrolysis or release. The various nucleotide states (apo,
ATP , ADP) vary in the orientation of the N and C domain (as shown in Figure
1.5). As a result of nucleotide driven conformational changes, the pore loops,
a highly conserved sequence (G-aromatic-hydrophobic-G sequence) (22, 25) re-
siding in the loop connecting 2 and 2 sequence, undergo paddling motions
within the central channel. The paddling motions result in opening and closing
of the central pore with a dramatic diameter change (18-8 A) between various
nucleotide states (see in Figure 1.5). Due to the small size of the pore, even the
smallest folded protein cannot t through the widest open pore (18 A) of ClpY.
Thus the engaged SP has to be unfolded in order to be translocated to chambered
protease. The paddling motions are suggested to exert mechanical forces pulling
SP through narrow central pore for unfolding and translocation (23, 26, 27, 28).
Mutation of this tyrosine 91 site to alanine or substitution of the neighboring
6
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protein unfolding and translocation
Figure 1.5: Crystal structures of ClpY - Overall (left) and closeup view (right) of
ClpY's ATP bound structure and ADP bound structures aligned together with substrate
protein captured by ClpY's allostery. Yellow coil is ssrA degradation tag. Central pore
loops in ATP bound subunits are shown in purple, central pore loops in ADP bound subunit
are shown in orange
valine residue to alanine or phenylalanine has been shown to change the rate
of ATP hydrolysis and severely reduce the speed as well as eciency of protein
unfolding and translocation. The central pore loops interact nonspecically with
the amino acids of unfolded chains of SPs. Mutations on the sequence of SPs
to 'slippery amino acids are shown to aect unfolding and degradation ecacy
in experiments. However, AAA+ unfoldases do not seem to be picky about side
chain sequence of polypeptide or the chiralty of the chain.
Apart from understanding how conformational changes of ClpATPase take
place upon ATP hydrolysis, the mechanism of ClpATPase assisted SP unfolding
and translocation is another topic that needs to be addressed. Versatile ways of
mechanical pulling on proteins have been used to investigate the unfolding mecha-
nism of proteins in computational studies. Recent computational studies justied
a unidirectional translocation of SP through central pore of ClpY by the paddling
7
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actions of central pore loops (29). AFM-like mechanical pulling through a rigid
pore identied distinct unfolding pathways from the AFM results. In addition,
constant forces modulated by a periodic force pulling on proteins result in alterna-
tive pathways of protein unfolding. Coarse grained simulations of ClpY assisted
unfolding and translocation of a model substrate protein is investigated revealing
the pathways of protein unfolding by AAA+ unfoldase in computational studies.
On the other hand, in recent years, experimental studies also have used various
techniques to reveal the unfolding and translocation mechanisms by the AAA+
unfolding chaperones. Single molecule experiments were designed allowing direct
observation of unfolding and translocation events of tertiary structures of SPs
by ClpATPases(30) using optical tweezers. A variety of SPs were (GFP(30), l-
amin domain repeats (31), titin and halotag (32)) used to elucidate the unfolding
and translocation mechanism by ClpATPases unfolding chaperones. Cooperative
translocation at a stepsize of 1nm was found throughout various single molecule
experiments. A powerstroke mechanism that mechanical pulling forces from ClpY
disrupts SP cooperatively was also revealed (30, 31). Single molecule experiments
of GFP unfolding by ClpXP show the initial unfolding starts with unraveling the
C terminal beta strand (33). A dierent gear of burst size ranging from 1 to 4
nm shows a highly coordinated motion of two to four subunits during SP translo-
cation (34). A stable SP like GFP require higher pulling forces and higher gear
of ClpY mechanical pulling to avoid refolding of the 11 (35). By using dierent
multidomain substrates and ClpXP variants, single molecule experiments found
that the kinetics of unfolding are related to the stability of the local domain
structure of the protein. A surprising nding is that a ClpY variant with only
two active subunits is still able to translocate SP in 4 nm steps(32).
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1.3 Intra-ring inter-subunit coordination implied by topol-
ogy and structure
Based on the numerous studies on the AAA+ unfoldase assisted unfolding and
translocation mechanism, since the feature of oligomeric ring structure is con-
served in AAA+ molecular machines, the question about the intra-ring allosteric
coordination is also raised to provide insights into motor assisted translocation.
Three general classes of inter-subunit coordination for unfoldases have been pre-
viously proposed: sequential, concerted, and stochastic (36). Sequential allostery
means the ATP dependent conformational changes proceed successively along the
ring (22, 37, 38, 39). The concerted model means the ATP dependent confor-
mational changes occurs in an all or none fashion (22, 40, 41). The stochastic
model means the ATP dependent conformational changes occurs in a random
order (42). Sauer et. al. (42) used mutations on important residues of the AAA
domain to disable conformational changes on a single subunit of ClpX. Using
dierent arrangements of active and inactive subunits, even the mutant with the
smallest possible number of active subunits was able to conserve degradation ac-
tivity. This rules out the strict concerted or sequential model. However, it has
been shown that ATP hydrolysis rate doesn't correlate with number of active sub-
units, which also rules out strict stochastic model where each subunit undergoes
ATP dependent conformational changes independently of other subunits. This
suggests there exits a certain degree of inter-subunit coordination along the ring.
Coarse grained studies on the intra-ring allosteric mechanism of ClpY and another
double ring eukaryotic ATPase, p97 (also known as valosin-containing protein or
Cdc48) which participates in the ubitiquitin-mediated degradation pathway of
9
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the protein quality control system,shows that asymetric intra-ring allosteric ring
communication is more ecient in translocating and unfolding SPs (43).
Provided with abundant information on the crystal structures of ClpATPases,
the operational mechanism of each subunit and the whole ring could be implied.
Each subunit contains at least one AAA+ domain, which is composed of a large
AAA+ domain and an -helical small AAA+ domain, connected by a covalent
linkage known as the N-linker. Nucleotides are bound in the interface between
large and small domains in one subunit and the clockwise-adjacent subunit. The
specic motif that bind with the nucleotide are often highly conserved among the
family members of AAA+ family (Walker A, Walker B, sensor I, sensor II). Also
the arginine nger of the clockwise adjacent subunit contributes to nucleotide
binding and is suggested to have important function in ATP hydrolysis depen-
dent conformational changes. Recent crystal structures of the bacterial unfoldase
ClpX from E. coli. have revealed ring architecture with distinct structural asym-
metry, despite being composed of six identical ATPase subunits (44, 45). And
for the two classes of subunits, it is uncovered that one class is capable of bind-
ing nucleotide while the other class is 'nonloadable'. Also, the interface of the
small domain of one subunit and the large domain of the clockwise neighboring
subunit seems to be invariant, whether or not a nucleotide is bound suggesting a
rigid body formed by the small domain and large domains of the two neighboring
subunits. Similar results are found for ClpY where at saturation of nucleotides,
only 3 to 4 are bound with nucleotide while the other subunits empty, which sug-
gests that only 3 to 4 subunits are active in ClpY allosteric cycles (46). Recent
single molecule experiments discover a basic translocation step of 1nm conserved
in translocation of versatile SPs, resulting from the powerstroke motion of cen-
10
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tral pore loops of one subunit. However, surprisingly, a recent single molecule
experiment nds that even the mutants of ClpX with two active subunits could
result in a translocation step size of 4nm. This suggests that there exits some
degree of subunit coordination between subunits along the ring, which could lead
to this high cooperativity in translocation even with a small number of active
subunits. What could back this up are the experimental results from tmFRET.
It has been shown that the nucleotide occupancy of a particular subunit did not
strictly correlate with its conformational state, implying that the conformation
of empty subunits can be inuenced by nucleotides bound somewhere else in the
ring.
1.4 Organization of thesis
Even though numerous experiments and simulations provide many insightful
knowledge on how AAA+ ClpATPases function, people are still faced with many
unanswered questions. It is believed that tertiary structure of SP has to be un-
folded by Clp ATPase. However, whether or not there exists secondary structure
unfolding or refolding event remains to be investigated. In addition, the atom-
istic details of SP processing by collaborative paddling motions of central pore
loops remains to be uncovered. In Chapter 2, unfolding and translocation mech-
anisms of versatile secondary structures by ClpY are studied in detail. Highly
cooperative translocation and unfolding have been observed due to preservation
of secondary structures in the process. A maximum number of 4 coordinated sub-
units is observed in the simulations. Comparisons of unfolding and translocation
timescale for the beta hairpin and helix reveal unfolding mechanism for dier-
11
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ent secondary structures. Subsequent translocation of unfolded fusion peptides
shows stochastic stepsize of translocation by coordinated loop motions. I am able
to show that central pore loops' TBR mechanism through interplay of van der
Waals and electrostatic interactions is responsible for the eective translocation
of SP. In a clockwise sequential intra ring allostery, this torque distributes at
more positive value compared to a counter clockwise sequential allostery, indicat-
ing a more ecient SP handling. Detailed analysis on the interaction between
active loops and peptides shows stronger correlations between successive subunit
motions in clockwise fashion allostery, showing clockwise allostery is more suc-
cessful at passing the SP to the next active subunit. The architecture of ClpY
ring limits their possible modes of operation. To understand the origins of these
constraints, in Chapter 3, I use normal mode analysis to study ClpY's structure
and its functional motions. Functional modes are revealed for ClpY monomer,
hexamer and mutant structure, designating important features of intra-subunit
and inter-subunit coupling during allosteric motions of ClpY. In Chapter 4, the
hypothesis that mechanical force is the driving force for unfolding and translo-
cation SP is tested. Repetitive forces unfold and translocate model SPs in a
similar mechanism as in allosteric simulations. However, the I domain's allosteric
eect is shown be essential for various SPs to reach extended states which man-
ifest I domain's role as assisting unfolding and translocation. For small proteins
with strong resistance to mechanical forces, the pore loops' breathing motions are
also shown to rule out the unphysical pathway that several secondary structures
unravel from the SP.
12
2Probing mechanism of unfolding
and translocation of peptides
with diverse secondary structure
by AAA+ nanomachines using
molecular dynamics
In this chapter, I reveal the atomistic details of ClpY's allosteric unfolding and
translocation mechanism by using various substrate proteins. Cycles of ATP de-
pendent conformational changes in ClpY, which are carried out using Targeted
Molecular Dynamics, successfully unfolds and translocate substrate proteins with
various secondary structures. Highly cooperative translocation and unfolding
have been observed in the process. I am able to show central pore loops' TBR
mechanism is responsible for the eective translocation of SP. In addition, sepa-
13
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rate roles of central pore loops' van der Waals and electrostatic interaction to SP
have been pointed out. Unfolding and translocation mechanism of stable peptides
prion helix 1 and GB1,C terminal beta hairpin of protein G, are shown in the
present studies to shed light on how ClpY unravels the local structure of a native
substrate protein.
2.1 Methods
2.1.1 Molecular dynamics simulations
To investigate the allosteric motions resulting from ATP hydrolysis, I perform
molecular dynamics simulations of conformational changes of pore closing at
atomistic level. All atom simulations of conformational changes of ClpY are
quite computationally demanding. To overcome this problem, I adopt Targeted
Molecular Dynamics (TMD) (47) as a biasing technique to bias the conforma-
tional changes within computational available time. To mimic the solvent eect,
implicit solvent model Eective Energy Function (EEF1) (48) is adopted in the
present work.
A leapfrog numerical algorithm is used to implement TMD in CHARMM pro-
gram. Bonds involving hydrogen atoms are xed with the SHAKE algorithm. Im-
plicit solvent model simulations are applied in MD simulations using CHARMM19
force eld. The CHARMM program is used to perform Langevin dynamics sim-
ulations at 300 K using a friction coecient of 5 ps 1 and a time step of 1 ps.
In TMD simulations, each relative conformational is set to reach within 0.3 A to
the structure of goal, and the RMS increment in each step is set to let the total
simulation be desired time for each conformational changes.
14
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2.1.2 Simulation of allosteric cycles
Allosteric motions of each subunit are mimicked by switching on TMD from open
to closed structure. The simulation time of each subunit motions is 20 ps. To
justify the timescale of allosteric motions, I examined equilibration timescale once
SP is pulled to the central pore of ClpY. RMSD of the SP is monitored as the
simulation goes on shown in Figure 2.1. The RMSD of SP reaches a plateau after
50 ps , which suggest the interaction between ClpY and SP reaches equilibration
after 50ps. Also in Figure 2.2, the interaction energy between tyr91 and SP
reaches a plateau after  50 ps. So the timescale of TMD falls into the same
timescale for SP and ClpY to relax and fully interact. Every cycle of allosteric
motions consist of pulling stage (open to closed state) and relaxing stage (closed
to open state).
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(a)
Figure 2.1: Peptides remain intact in equilibration simulation.-RMSD of ssrA
fusion peptide in the equlibration simulation
We use a sequential allosteric intra-ring mechanism to carry on the simula-
tions, which is suggested by literatures (42, 49). In order to test how eective
every allosteric motion is, I adopt two mechanism: 3x2 , in which mechanism two
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Figure 2.2: Mutations on central pore loop - Time series of Interaction energy
between residue91 and fusion peptide ( black electrostatic interaction with tyr91, red van
der Waals interaction with tyr91, green electrostatic interaction with val90, blue van der
Waals interaction with val90 of (a) wildtype (b) Y91A (c) Y91F (d) Y91W
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subunits go through conformational changes together per one allosteric move-
ment; 6x1 , in which mechanism each and every subunit goes through confor-
mational changes sequentially. Two directions are adopted in this sequential
allosteric mechanism: clockwise (CW), conformational changes goes one by one
in a clockwise direction (with I domain of ClpY facing up); counter clockwise
(CCW), conformational change goes one by one in a counter clockwise fashion.
2.1.3 Reference structure
The atomic model are prepared from high resolution crystal structures with PDB
codes 1DO2 (open state) and 1DO0 (closed state) (50). Both structures have 6
subunits, each consisting of 443 residues with residue number 174-213 unstruc-
tured. 1DO2 has symmetry of dimer of trimer; 1DO0 has symmetry of trimer
of dimer. Both crystal structures are proven to be experimentally active crystal
structure. (51) The 1DO0 structure has a narrower pore than 1DO2 (diameter d
8 A vs. 19 A), and its conserved channel loop (GYVG motif) are displaced by
8 A toward ClpQ.
Substrate protein structures of beta hairpin GB1 are prepared from high reso-
lution structures: 1GB1 of protein G and 1AG2 of mouse prion. Residue number
of beta hairpin segment is 41-56, prion helix 1 142-153 and prion helix 2 174-194
prion helix1. Substrate protein structure is equilibrated in EEF1 force eld for
5ns to test its stability in the bulk. Substrate proteins are all attached with
ssrA degradation tag to form a fusion peptide. The fusion petides are then
pulled from above the central pore of ClpY (with ClpQ side down), to the cen-
tral pore loop with a harmonic restrants (force constant 4.0 Kcal=mol  A2). A
relaxation stage as long as 100ps is then carried out to let ClpY fully catpure
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the SP. The end structures of capturation simulation is then used to carry on
with simulations with allostery of ClpY. Sequence of melittin monomer is GI-
GAVLKVLTTGLPALISWIKRKRQQ. Sequence of beta hairpin GB1 is GEW-
TYDDATKTFTVTE. Sequence of prion helix1 is DWEDRYYREN. Sequence
of prion helix2 is NFVHDCVNITIKQHTVTTTTK. Sequence of ssrA is AAN-
DENYALAA.
2.1.4 Charaterization of hydrogen bonds
We assume hydrogen bonds are formed if the distance between donor and acceptor
atoms is less than 3.4 A, the donor-H-acceptor angle is larger than 135, and the
hydrogen bond energy is lower than -1.0 Kcal=mol. Hydrogen bond energy is
calculated using the following formula,
Ehb = (
A0
r6AD
  B
0
r4AD
)cos2(A H D)
 fsw(r2AD; r2on; r2off )fsw[cos2(A H D);
cos2(on); cos
2(off )] (2.1)
where rAD is the A-D distance, and A H D is the A-H-D angle. The switching
function, fsw(; on; off ), is 1 for   on; (off  2)(off +2 3on)=(off  
on)
3 for on <  < off , and 0 for  > off . We chose ron = 3:2A; roff =
3:4A; on = 130, and on = 135.
2.1.5 Calculation of fraction of native contacts QN
To quantify the similarity of the structure of substrate protein with its initial (na-
tive) conformation using QN(t) =
1
NC
P
i6=j;j1

   jrij(t)  r0ijj

, where rkij(t)
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is the distance between residues i and j at time t and the index \0" corresponds
to the native state. Native state contacts are computed using a cuto of 8A,
removing i,i+1 and i+2 contacts. The Heaviside step function (x) is 1 for x  0
and 0 for x < 0 and the tolerance  = 2 A.
2.1.6 Determination of characteristic timescale for unfolding translo-
cation and degradation
Timescale of unfolding translocation and degradation is characterized using mean
rst passage time to unfolding translocation or degradation:  =
P
i i
Ntraj
, where
Ntraj is the total number of trajectories and i is the rst passage time of each
trajectory. The characteristic unfolding time (Tu)of structured peptides is the
time when the number of native hydrongen bonds is less than 3 andQN is less than
0.8. The characteristic translocation time ( Tt) is the time when the degradation
tag ssrA of the fusion peptide has passed central pore ( nres tran > 11 ) in the
direction of translocation axis. The characteristic degradation time (Td ) is the
time when the peptide substrate protein (or the 2nd ssrA of ssrA-ssrA fusion
peptide) of fusion peptide has passed the central pore ( nres tran > 11 ) in the
direction of translocation axis.
Since the central pore loops of ClpY located at around Z value from 0A to
10A, the time of SP entering the pore is dened as the center of mass of SP has
initially passed Z value of 0 A. The region that above that [-50A,0A] is dened
as the region that SP is not conned by the pore of ClpY. The region below that
[10A, 50A] is dened as the region that SP has been translocated. Timescale of
SP entering and leaving the pore connement is characterized using mean rst
passage time to unfolding or translocation: 1= = 1
Ntraj
P
i=1;Ntraj
(1=i), where
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Ntraj is the total number of trajectories and i is the rst passage time of each
trajectory.
Density map is plotted against  and  of every residue expcept for terminal
residues as the ramachandran plot.  of residue i is dened by dihedral angles
formed by Ci 1 Ni CAi and Ci, while  is dened by dihedral angles formed by
Ni CAi Ci and Ni.
2.1.7 Correlation of tangent vectors of protein chain < cos >
To reect the stiness of protein chain throughout the translocation process,
relation of loss of direction of tangent < cos > is calculated and plotted against
contour length Lc of peptides. < cos > is calculated using the following equation,
< cos(s) >=<
~li ~li+s
jj ~li+s ~lijj >, where
~li refers to the tangent vector of protein chain
at ith residue, and ~li+s refers to the tangent vector of protein chain at (i+s)th
residue and <> denotes it is averaged by time and trajectory for each residue of
petide chain that meets certain requirements. Lc from ith to (i+s)th residue is
calculated by
Pi+s
i jj ~ri+1   ~rijj:
2.1.8 Secondary structure assignment
Secondary structure is assigned according to the backbone dihedral angle distribu-
tion in the equilibration simulations of  helix and  hairpin. The  and  distri-
bution is tted to a normal distribution with a formular of f(x) = 1

p
2
exp[ (x )
2
22
]
f being the frequency and x being the value of the dihedral angle. Backbone an-
gle  of  hairpin has a  of -78.0 and a  of 15.3. Backbone angle  of  has
a  of 108.5 and a  of 27.6. Backbone angle  of  has a  of -70.0 and a  of
18.0. Backbone angle  of  has a  of -30.4 and a  of 16.5. The upper and
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lower bound of 99.75% distribution is dened as the distribution region for each
secondary structure [ 2; +2]. If a residue's  and  value falls in the range
[   2;  + 2], it is dened as a  secondary structure. If a residue's 
and  value falls in the range [   2;  + 2], it is dened as a  secondary
structure.
2.2 Results and discussion
2.2.1 Small peptides are stable in bulk simulations and show no change
of secondary structure
Beta hairpin GB1, prion helix 1 are all equilibrated in bulk simulations for 83.3
 (see in method). RMSD and radius of gyration of the peptides are shown in
Figure 2.3. The native structure of beta protein GB1 has a radius of gyration of
8.41A, and prion helix 1 has a radius of gyration of 6.36A, which is well preserved
in the equilibrations. In the bulk simulations, RMSD of beta hairpin protein GB1
distributes at an average of 1.57  0.58 A, while RMSD of prion helix 1 at an
average of 1.55  0.52 A. In the bulk simulations, Radius of gyration of beta
hairpin protein GB1 distributes at an average of 7.76  0.18 A, while RMSD of
prion helix 1 at an average of 6.16  0.14 A. Fraction of native contacts of both
peptides are also characterized in Figure 2.3, which shows distribution of number
of native contacts in the bulk simulations. For both peptides, QN distributes
near 1, meaning most of native contacts of both peptides are well preserved in
bulk simulations.
Furthermore, the secondary structure of these peptides are characterized using
ramachandran plots (52) shown in Figure 2.3. Beta hairpin GB1 stays in the
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region with  in the range [-120,-60] and  in the range [60,120] which corresponds
to beta sheet secondary structure. Another hot region ( with red color ) is the
region with   -60 and   60, which corresponds to the beta strand turn
secondary structure. For prion helix 1 , the ramachandran plot mainly distributes
near the   -60   -40, which is the helixal structural characteristic  value
(52). Thus the secondary structures of those small peptides remain in the native
structure in equilibration, showing their stability in the force eld and allows us
to do further studies with ClpY's allostery.
Figure 2.3: Peptides remain stable in bulk simulations. Equilibration of beta
hairpin GB1 and prion helix 1 (a) distribution of fraction of native contacts QN , ( green
beta hairpin GB1 distributes at QN at 0.980.05, blue beta hairpin GB1 attached with
ssrA tag distributes at QN at 0.890.09 ,black prion helix 1 distributes at QN at 0.960.07,
red prion helix 1 attached with ssrA tag distributes at QN at 0.840.09) (b) Timeseries of
Radius of gyration ( black beta hairpin GB1 distributes at 7.80.2 A, brown beta haripin
GB1 with ssrA tagged distributes at 7.70.2Ared prion helix 1 distributes at 6.20.1 A,
yellow prion helix 1 distributes at 6.30.2A) and RMSD of  carbons (green beta hairpin
GB1 distributes at 1.60.6 A, violet beta hairpin GB1 distributes at 1.90.6 Ablue prion
helix 1 at 1.50.5 A,grey beta hairpin GB1 distributes at 1.60.8 A) (c) ramachandran
plot of equilibration of beta haripin GB1 with intermediates labeled (d) ramachandran plot
of equilibration of prion helix 1 with intermediates labeled
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2.2.2 Structured peptides undergo highly cooperative unfolding and
translocation by ClpY with partial preservation of secondary
structure.
Unfolding local structure adjacent to degradation tag is shown to initiate sub-
strate protein unfolding by ClpATPases (53). Depending on the stability of
the local structures, certain dierent kinetic behaviors are observed both in
experiments(54) and simulations (49). Here I aim to understand how ClpY unfold
and translocate the local structure of a globular protein by using small peptides.
And the rst argument that I want to verify is whether ClpY unravels secondary
structures. With a narrow central pore (narrowest radius 8 A), it would be hardly
possible for a structured peptides (helix or beta strand) which has a radius larger
than 10 A to be translocated by ClpY without unraveling. However, the details
of unfolding and translocation mechanism of peptides still need to be addressed.
In the present study, structured peptides are captured in the central pore of
ClpY and then allotery of ClpY is turned on. In order to characterize secondary
structures of peptides, ramachandran plots of backbone dihedral angles are plot-
ted to show secondary structure changes. Three dierent regions are dened to
show the process of peptide unfolding by ClpY: (1) before SP enter the pore
connement region ( -50 A < Z  0 A); (2) when SP is conned by the pore ( 0
A <Z  10 A) ; (3)after SP is translocated to distal side ( 10 A < Z  50 A). For
fusion peptide 2ssrA, comparing the ramachandran plots in dierent regions to
the one in bulk simulations( Figure 2.8), although there is a broader distribution
of backbond dihedral angles at the extended chain area showing the perturba-
tion to secondary structures by ClpY's allotery, there is no signicant change of
backbone dihedral angles distribution showing no signicant secondary structure
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changes of random coil structure. For the structured peptides prion helix1 (Fig-
ure2.4), beta hairpin GB1 Figure2.5), the ramachandran plot before SP entering
the pore shows a similar distribution as in the bulk simulations suggesting lit-
tle ClpY's allosteric eects before SP entering the pore. When SP goes though
the connement of the pore, for prion helix 1, backbone dihedral distribution
changes to another region, which corresponds to more beta sheet meaning part of
the residues become more stretched in the SP. After translocation of prion helix
1, dihedral angle distribution mainly distributes at the stretched region, which
means translocation results in helixal secondary structure's unraveling. For beta
strand protein GB1, secondary structures also changes from a distribution that
largely resides at beta strand area to a secondary structure that has sparse distri-
bution at dierent area. One thing to note in the secondary structure unfolding
process is that, upon the connement of the pore, there is still a percentage of sec-
ondary structure preserved, see in Figure2.5 suggesting preserved back dihedral
angles of of beta strand of protein GB1.
With this feature of partial preservation of secondary structures, the distri-
bution of translocation step size of structured peptides (see in Figure 2.6) shows
that there is a signicantly larger stepsize compared to unstructured 2ssrA fusion
peptide. Here I show the chain length (see denition in Methods) translocated
as the simulation time (cycles of ATP hydrolysis ) in Figure 2.7. In some tra-
jectories, a chain length over 30 A (  9 a.a.) could be observed in both cases (
prion helix 1 and beta haripin GB1) at one time, which means that there is high
cooperativity in structured peptides' translocation. However, in Figure 2.7(b),
I do see some uctuations and steady changes of chain length at  20   60
rather than abrupt changes in the end. Therefore I also monitor the degree of
24
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Figure 2.4: Secondary structures of prion helix 1 unravelled upon translocation.
Ramachandran plot and scheme of residues of prion helix 1 while its center of mass is in
region (a)(b) that is before allosteric motions of ClpY ( -50 A < Zi  0 A ) ( (c)(d) that
is conned by ClpY's pore ( 0 A < Zi  10 A )(e)(f) that is translocated to distal side of
ClpY 10 A < Zi  50 A) , where Zi denotes the Z value of each residue
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Figure 2.5: Secondary structures of protein GB1 unravelled upon translocation
with partial preservation of back dihedral angles at turn area. Ramachandran
plot of protein GB1 for during unfolding and translocation (a) Nterminal (b) Turn segment
(c) Cterminal in bulk simulation, (d) Nterminal (e) Turn segment (f) Cterminal in region
where SP hasn't entered ClpY's pore, (g) Nterminal (h) Turn segment (i) Cterminal in
region where SP has entered ClpY's pore, (j) Nterminal (k) Turn segment (l) Cterminal in
region where SP has translocated through ClpY's pore
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unfolding of beta hairpin GB1 through fraction of native inter-strand contacts.
At the time  20   60 , the fraction of native contact decreases drastically to
almost 0 within less than 5  . Therefore in the beginning the simulations, there
is a highly cooperative unfolding of the secondary structure of beta hairpin GB1
and followed by a cooperative translocation of the unfolded protein.
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Figure 2.6: Stochastic and Cooperative translocation of peptides. Distribution
of stepsize per power stroke for 2ssrA ( blue), prion helix 1 (red) and protein GB1 (green)
2.2.3 Comparison of unfolding and translocation timescale beta hair-
pin and helix reveals unfolding mechanism of dierent secondary
structures
Substrate proteins with versatile folds have been investigated in previous litera-
tures. It has been shown that unfolding time of substrate protein is correlated
with the stability of local structure near degradation tag rather than global sta-
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Figure 2.7: Highly cooperative unfolding and translocation of peptides. Time-
series of chain length translocated without ssrA tag (a) fusion peptide 2ssrA (b) beta
hairpin GB1 (c) prion helix 1
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Figure 2.8: Secondary structures change of fusion peptides 2ssra upon translo-
cation. Ramachandran plot and scheme of residues of 2ssrA while its center of mass is in
the region (a)(b) that is before allosteric motions of ClpY ( -50 A < Zi  0 A) ( (c)(d)
that is conned by ClpY's pore ( 0 A < Zi  10 A)(e)(f) that is translocated to distal side
of ClpY 10 A < Zi  50 A), where Zi denotes the Z value of each residue
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bility. Furthermore, a local helical structure is shown to be easier to unfold than
a local beta hairpin structure. In the present study, to contrast the dierence
in unfolding mechanism of beta hairpin and helix, unfolding and translocation
timescale is characterized (see in Methods) and shown in table 2.1. A faster rst
passage time of unfolding 10.9  is observed for prion helix 1 than 13.2  for beta
hairpin GB1, showing the relative stability of beta hairpin and helix.
However, the initial translocation time (t1=30.9 ) for beta hairpin is shorter
than prion helix1 (46.5 ). This reveals a dierent unfolding mechanism of beta
hairpin and helical structure where the beta hairpin undergoes a sheering of the
native hydrogen bonds whereas helix undergoes a unzipping of the native hydro-
gen bonds. The  helix requires more time for the helix turn to unravel sequen-
tially whereas the  hairpin unfolds its secondary structure more cooperatively.
This could be monitored by number of native hydrogen bonds in various regions
of translocation process in simulations (see in Figure 2.9). Upon the connement
by the pore, beta hairpin loses almost all native hydrogen bonds resulting from
the unfolding forces applied by ClpY, whereas the helix still has a portion of
native hydrogen bonds reserved. This could also explain the higher cooperativity
of beta hairpin than helix in number of residues translocated each step ( see in
Figure2.6).
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Table 2.1: Summary of simulations
simulation system
simulation
time() 1
inter-ring
allostery
direction
of allostery Ntraj
2 Nsuc
3 Tu
4( ) Tt
5( ) 6 Td
7() 8
Bulk simulations ssrA-ssrA 83.3 | | 40 | | | |
 helix9 83.3 | | 40 | | | |
 helix-ssrA 83.3 | | 40 | | | |
 hairpin 10 83.3 | | 40 | | | |
 hairpin-ssrA 83.3 | | 40 | | | |
fusion peptide
binding to ClpY 11 ssrA-ssrA 1.25 | | 60 49 | | |
 helix
-ssrA 1.25 | | 60 43 | | |
 hairpin
-ssrA 1.25 | | 60 51 | | |
Allosteric ClpY ssrA-ssrA 120 3x2 CW 10 8 | 20.43.8 53.84.3
 helix
-ssrA 120 3x2 CW 10 7 10.93.4 30.96.3 62.96.0
 hairpin
-ssrA 120 3x2 CW 10 7 13.23.2 46.56.6 81.45.1
ssrA-ssrA 20 6x1 CW 60 21 | 10.45.4 12 |
ssrA-ssrA 20 6x1 CCW 60 18 | 13.54.6 13 |
Y91A 40 3x2 CW 10 0 | | |
Y91F 80 3x2 CW 10 5 | 21.36.3 57.86.2
Y91W 40 3x2 CW 10 7 | 8.50.8 22.02.6
2.2.4 Unravelling of prion helix 1 starts with disruption of intra-
saltbridge network by the pore loops
Literature has shown that Prion helix 1 is very stable helix in all atom simulations(55)
and experiments. Its stability comes from the pattern of charges and saltbridge
network formed by charged residues. In prion helix 1 , there are 4 native salt-
bridges involved charged residues, which are 144D-148R, 148R-152E, 147D-151R.
Figure 2.10(b) shows the dynamics of average hydrogen bonds in the prion helix 1
11 cycle of ATP hydrolysis 0.12 ns
2total number of trajectories
3for 3x2 trajectories, it is number of successful trajectories that fully unfolded and translocated,
for 6x1 trajectories, it is number of trajectories that has translocated SP
4characteristic time of unfolding
5characteristic time of translocation
6translocation timescale for fusion peptide 1st ssrA translocated.
7characteristic time of degradation
8timescale for fully transclocation of fusion peptide for further degradation
9helix 1 of mouse prion protein
10C terminal  hairpin of protein GB1
11trajectory is considered succesful binding if tyr91s apply average force larger than 20pN to fusion
peptide
12for 6x1 trajectories, translocation of over 9 residues is considered successful
13for 6x1 trajectories, translocation of over 9 residues is considered successful
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2.9: Highly cooperative unraveling of native hydrogen bonds of struc-
tured peptides.- Number of native hydrogen bonds of (a) prion helix 1 (b) beta strand
protein GB1 in bulk simulations (blue) and at region that is not conned by ClpY ( black),
region that is conned by ClpY's central pore(red), region that is translocated through cen-
tral pore of ClpY (green)
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during the unfolding and translocation simulations. These native hydrogen bonds
vanishes at the timescale of 45 in Figure 2.10. Also based on the denition of
secondary structure assignment (see in Methods), the dynamics of the secondary
structure on residue base ( expect N and C terminus residues) are shown in Figure
2.10(a). C terminus of prion helix turns into beta sheet secondary structure at 
20  , which is earlier than the time that N terminus turns into beta sheet ( 40
 ). Prion helix 1 (center of mass) enter the pore at the time  9:5 and leaves
the pore at  43:2 . In addition, as shown in Figure 2.10, residue 151R (purple
line in the graph) starts forming hydrogen bonds with ClpY's central pore loops
at nearly 20  , which leads to its secondary structure changing to random coil
conformational (show in Figure 2.10(a)) at  20  followed by the rest of residues
turning into beta sheet. Another residue in prion helix 1 that is forming hydrgen
bonds is 148R, which shows a increase in the occupancy number of hydrogen
bonds between it and the central pore loops at the timescale of 40  , which hap-
pens right before characteristic time of fully unraveling of the native hydrogen
bonds. Thus, this provides a picture that the C terminus starts unraveling by
interating with the central loops then the intra saltbridge network is broken and
the whole peptide falls apart. This result agrees well with literature that the
mutant at residue 151 results in less stability for prion helix 1.
2.2.5 Stochastic stepwise translocation of fusion peptide with random
coil structure by coordinated loop motions
ssrA tag is the most common C-terminal degradation tag for Clp ATPases (56,
57, 58) . It has 11 amino acid which consists of both hydrophobic and hy-
drophylic side chains (see the sequence in Methods). Usually it is griped by Clp
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Figure 2.10: Dynamics of secondary structure of residue 145-152 in prion helix
1 peptide.- (a) dynamics of sequence assignments of prion helix 1, Secondary structure is
assigned according to the values of dihedral angles  and  strand,helix conformations are
represented in blue red color (b) dynamics of occupancy number of native hydrogen bonds
in prion helix 1 (c) dynamics of occupancy number of hydrogen bonds between residues in
helix 1 to central pore loops of ClpY ( cyan residue 153 green residue 148 magenta residue
151
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ATPases central pore loops and allows further remodeling of the SP by the pore
loops. Structurally it is a random coil which provide the exibility for binding
to ClpATPases . In this present simulation, I append 2ssrA together making it
into a 22 amino acid long fusion peptide. Given its structural characteristics,
I intend to investigate translocation alone by ClpY. Time series of number of
residue translocated have been monitored as shown in Figure 2.7(a). Figure 2.6
shows the distribution of number of residues translocated per power stroke which
could imply translocation stepsize of fusion peptide. Translocation stepsize ap-
pears to distribute at a range from 2 a.a. to 6 a.a., which accords with the range
of translocation step size found out in single molecule experiments(30, 31). Also
translocation stepsize also agrees with the degree of loop paddling motion in the
crystal structure, showing translocation as a direct result of pore movements. In
contrast to a well dened periodicity for some molecular motors , the step size
follows a broad distribution around physical number of amino acids translocated
per power stroke. This could be explained by feature of ClpY stochastic allosteric
mechanism and also the feature of the substrate protein that ClpY could be han-
dling. Compared to molecular motor that follows a strict sequential or concerted
model, the stochastic handling of ClpY increase the complexity of the way ClpY
and substrate interact. Adding the factor of exible chain of unfolded substrate
protein and sequence diversity of the substrate protein, it would be highly un-
likely that ClpY translocates a certain dened number of amino acids per power
stroke.
Recent single molecule experiments are able to show that ClpX, another mem-
ber of ClpATPases, follows a stochastic coordination between subunits (32). Max-
imum force that could be applied by ClpX was estimated to be 20 pN by translo-
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cation stall force(30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 44, 59). Number of active subunit coordination
was detected up to 4 subunit by single molecule experiments(32, 44), biochemical
studies(60, 61) and also crystal structures(50). In my simulations, number of
active subunits where its loop apply a force over 10 pN to the substrate protein
is characterized ( shown in Figure 2.11). Number of active subunits distributes
the most at 2 3 4, while little distributes over 5 subunits, suggesting coordinated
loop motions during translocation.
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Figure 2.11: Number of Cooperative subunit loops. Distribution of number of
active subunits during 2ssrA translocation
2.2.6 Transient binding and release mechanism of paddling pore loops
promotes translocation
Given the paddling powerstroke of pore loops upon ATP chemomechanical cycles,
it is interesting to look at how pore loops interact with the substrate protein.
Koga et. al. have looked at the mobility of substrate protein in the open and
closed pore (62), showing that SP is more mobile in open pore and less mobile
in closed pore. However this lacks the overall property of allosteric motions.
We monitored the interaction energy between active tyr91's interactions to SP.
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During the overall simulation, as the pore closes or opens quickly with in one cycle
of ATP hydrolysis, I dene [0; =12]; [11=12;  ] as the open state, [5=12; 7=12 ]
as closed state, [1=12; 5=12 ] as the open to closed state and [7=12; 11=12 ]
as the closed to open state. An histogram of interaction between tyr91 and SP
is shown in Figure 2.12(b). In the open state and open to closed state, tyr91
interacts strongly to SP with the major distribution of interaction energy at 0
Kcal/mol (Slipping steps) and  -8 Kcal/mol. When ClpY goes to closed state,
interaction energy decreases to  -5 Kcal/mol. As ClpY goes from closed state
to open state, the interaction energy goes down further with a major distribution
near 0 Kcal/mol. So this explains the mechanism of how ClpY translocates SPs
as its pore loops paddling up and down upon the cycles of ATP hydrolysis. When
ATP hydrolysis happens in the ring, the pore loop grips the SP and pulls it down
to the distal side, when ATP rebinding happen in the ring, the pore releases the
SP and relaxes to the next open state for further gripping.
2.2.7 Mutations at Tyr91 reveals the interplay of hydrophobic and
hydrophilic component of side chain in promoting translocation
Atomistic details of the paddling process could help us understand further how
ClpY translocate proteins. We decompose the interaction between Tyr91 and
SP into interaction between Side chain (SC) of Tyr91 to SC of SP, SC of Tyr91
to Backbone(BB) of SP, BB of Tyr91 to SC of SP and BB of Tyr91 to BB of
SP. Tyrosine's bulky side chain blocks tyr91's BB from interacting with SP. Both
interaction energy distribution in open state to closed state process and closed
state to open state process are shown in Figure 2.12(c). Both BB and SC of SP
interact stronger in gripping stage (open to closed state) than in releasing stage
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Figure 2.12: Grip and release mechanism of central pore loops.-Histogram of
interaction between active Tyrosine91 in the loop and fusion peptide (a) Distribution of
interaction breakdown (van der Waals, electrostatic) between BB of 2ssrA or SC of 2ssrA
to the side chain of Tyr91 throughout the simulations. (b) Distribution of interaction
breakdown into four stages of the simulations ( open state, open to closed transition, closed
state, closed to open transition) between the SC of Tyr91 to SC of 2ssrA (c) Distribution
of interaction breakdown into BB or SC of 2ssrA to SC of tyr91 in the two stages open to
closed transition and closed to open transition (d) (e) breakdown of graph (c) into van der
Waals and electrostatic interactions
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(closed to open state). This implies that Tyr91 has the same grip and release
mechanism for BB and SC, which would suggest that ClpY could translocate even
SP with only BB such as Glycine. This agrees well with literature which shows
that ClpX, which has 50% sequence similarity with ClpY and shares the same
central pore GYVG with ClpY, has the ability to translocate and unfold even
minimal chemical features of a polypeptide chain(60). To understand what is the
factor contributing to the stronger interaction in gripping stage, the interaction is
decomposed to van der Waals interaction and electrostatic interaction (see Figure
2.12(d) and 2.12(e)). Tyr91's electrostatic interaction to SC of the fusion peptide
contributes almost the same in both stages, however the van der Waals interaction
is stronger in the gripping stage, which also applies to Tyr91's interaction to BB
of the fusion peptide. From this I can conclude that the driving force for gripping
stage is the van der Waals interaction between Tyr91 side chain to SP, while
electrostatic interaction remains steady for holding the protein in place.
To verify Tyr's side chain's role in translocating substrate protein, I did three
mutations (Y91A, Y91F, Y91W) to the central pore loops of ClpY and carried
out simulations with allosteric motions of ClpY. With the mutation Tyr91Ala's
removal of side chain, ClpY lost completely the ability to translocating fusion pep-
tide (see Table 2.1), which further proves that side chain's crucial role for central
pore loops to grip and translocate substrate protein. The Tyr91Phe mutation has
the same translocation successful rate as wildtype ClpY, while Tyr91Trp is even
more ecient in translocating the fusion peptide, which accords with experimen-
tal results (63) (61). To nd the reason for that, I carried out simulations with
fusion peptide held in the central pore in order to see the capability of capturing
substrate (see Methods). The time series of interaction energy between residue
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91 and substrate protein are shown in Figure 2.2. The plateau of the curve at the
end of 100 ps simulation indicates the equilibration upon fusion peptide's binding
to central loops (or central loops' capturing of fusion peptide). The equilibrated
interaction energy of Tyr91 has a van der Waals as strong as  -22.5 Kcal/mol
and electrostatic as strong as  -17.5 Kcal/mol. For Y91A, these interactions
decrease to less than -5 Kcal/mol. With same aromatic ring as Tyr, the Y91F
mutant has almost the same interaction energy as in wildtype. However, it elec-
trostatic interaction energy decreases dramatically as the removal hydroxyl group
in the side chain of residue 91. Lost of electrostatic interaction, which I propose
to play the role of holding the substrate protein in place, increases the chances
that substrate protein's slipping during allosteric cycles. This might explain why
Y91F has relatively longer timescale for translocation compared to wildtype ( see
Table 2.1). The occpancy number of hydrogen bonds formed between residue 91
to SP is shown in Table 2.2.
Tyrosine has almost 2 hydrogen bonds formed with SP at each frame of sim-
ulation, in which tyrosine could both donate and accept hydrogen. This accords
with interaction energy of -17.5 Kcal/mol, which equals the energy of approxi-
1Total number of hydrogen bonds per frame formed between residue 91 and SP
2number of hydrogen bonds per frame formed between residue 91 and SP with residue 91 as donor
3number of hydrogen bonds per frame formed between residue 91 and SP with residue 91 as acceptor
Table 2.2: Occupancy number of hydrogen bonds formed between Tyr91 site and SP
Pore loop mutations Ntotal
1 Ndonor
2 Nacceptor
3
Wildtype 1.92 1.0 0.92
Y91A 0.24 0.12 0.12
Y91F 0.39 0.21 0.18
Y91W 1.0 0.88 0.12
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mately 2 hydrogen bonds. Whereas, Ala and Phe have less probability of forming
hydrogen bonds due to lack of hydroxyl group in the side chain. Y91W has
stronger van der Waals interaction than wildtype and also maintain 1 hydrogen
bond as strong as - 8.9 Kcal/mol. This could explain the Y91W mutant's high
eciency in tranlocating the fusion peptide as van der Waal interaction is the
driving force for translocation as I proposed. However, the bulky side chain of
Tryptophen could also cause some steric clashes with SP that could potentially
hinder the unfolding of structured SP(63).
2.2.8 Eective torque by active loops promotes stronger collabora-
tion between CW adjacent subunits in handling SPs
Given some rotary motors ( F1ATPase, Helicase) that eciently process SPs
through an eective torque along the ring structure, I suspect that eective torque
is playing similar important role in intra ring allostery of ClpY. To investigate
this question, fully sequential intra ring allostery (6x1 see Methods) that a single
ATP hydrolysis per move is carried out. Two directions (CW CCW) of sequential
allostery are contrasted and compared in the current simulations. As it is shown
in Table 2.1, CW allosteric mechanism is more successful in translocating unfolded
peptides than CCW allostery. Torques in each of 6 consecutive moves of CW and
CCW simulations are compared in Figure2.13.
Positive torque for both CW and CCW intra ring allostery indicates a chiral
asymmetric handling of SPs along the ring. However, for the rst 3 moves that
narrow pore radius, CW allostery has a slightly larger distribution at positive
torque, suggesting a more eective handling of SPs. Provided paddling motions
of central pore loops yields the eective mechanical pulling forces, a probability
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(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 2.13: ClpY's assymetric handling of SP.-Probability distribution for CW
(green) and CCW(red) allosteric mechanism in move 1(a) move 2(b) move 3(c) move 4(d)
move 5(e) and move6(f).
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density map of the interaction energy between central pores loops to peptides
and dihedral angles of Tyr91 is plotted in Figure2.14. As Tyr91 paddles up and
down to grip and release the substrate, the interaction energy distributes more in
the stronger interaction in CW trajectories, supporting the eective handling of
SPs in CW allosteric mechanism. In addition, in the spirit of TBR mechanism in
section2.2.7, this probability density map is broken down into van der Waals and
electrostatic interaction energy, it is clearly shown that van der Waals interaction
is the major contributing factor to eective handling of SPs. Eectiveness of SP
handling could be visualized by plotting the correlations of interaction energies
between in consecutive moves as shown in Figure2.15. Larger distributions at
stronger interaction energy for both adjacent subunits to SPs suggests a positive
cooperativity in handling SP. Moves of CW allostery have signicantly larger dis-
tribution at stronger collaboration between moves, provding better collaborations
between adjacent moves driven by eective torques.
2.3 Conclusions
In this chapter, the atomistic details of a variety of secondary structures unfolding
and translocation mechanisms by allosteric motions of ClpY are investigated. Be-
sides the commonly recognized tertiary structure unfolding, another level of rate
limiting steps, secondary structure unfolding, in SP unfolding by ClpATPases
is found and investigated in detail in this study. We nd out that secondary
structure peptides undergo highly cooperative unfolding due to the preserved
secondary structures. Stochastic stepwise translocation for unfolded fusion pep-
tide by the coordinated loop motions is found, in accord with single molecule
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(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 2.14: Dierent eciency of ClpY central pore loops' paddling motions
in CW and CCW allosteric mechanism. Probability density map of dihedral angle
of 91Y and 91Y's interaction energy to SP (a) (b), and 91Y's electrostatic interaction to
SP (c)(d), and 91Y'S van der Waals interaction to SP (e)(f) for CW allosteric ( left hand
graphs) and CCW allosteric mechanisms ( right side graphs)
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 2.15: Clpy handling substrate proteins in consecutive allosteric steps. -
Probability density map of interaction energy between active loops of ClpY to SP of move
1 and move 2 (a)(b), move 2 and move 3 (c)(d), move 3 and move 4 (e)(f) for CW (left
side graphs) and CCW ( right side graphs).
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experiments. Substrate translocation is promoted by the TBR mechanism by the
side chain of Tyr91 through interplay of electrostatic and van der Waals interac-
tions. Eective torque by active loops promotes stronger collaboration between
CW adjacent subunits in handling SPs
Knowing that ClpY unfolds protein to the level of secondary structure, some
behaviors in single molecule experiments could be reexamined. Multiple publica-
tions (32, 34, 59, 64) have mentioned pausing events during translocation of SPs
through ClpX in single molecular experiments. Secondary structure unfolding or
refolding results in another level of rate limiting steps which does not require large
gain of extensions of polypeptide chain after the major unfolding events. Cordova
et. al. examined the pausing probability along the sequence; the probability of
the C terminal sequence has a lower probability of pausing. This is probably due
to C terminal sequence being quickly translocated before any refolding happens.
For titin, preserved secondary structures or refolded secondary structures near
the turn area of beta strand might be the reason for a larger pausing probabil-
ity. Therefore experiments examining secondary structures unfolding or refolding
could be suggested to explain those pausing events.
Substrate gripping is mediated by a TBR mechanism at Tyr91 site of the
conserved central pore loop. Detailed analysis of the Tyr91-substrate interaction
indicates that paddling motions of the hydrophobic side chain of Tyr91 site gen-
erates mechanical forces for translocation, while electrostatic interaction between
Tyr91's hydroxyl group holds SP in place to prevent slippage. The nonspecic
feature of van der Waals interaction from Tyr91's side chain to SPs enables ClpY
to handle versatile SPs. Although SPs with segments of continuous small hy-
drophobic side chains (Gly Ala) will be more probable to result in slippage of
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translocation due to lack of strong driving forces for translocation(65). Other
family members of AAA+ ATPase family share this highly conserved aromatic
pore residues of the VG ( aromatic residue) (63, 66). Large conformational
changes of this conserved central pore loops suggest a conserved mechanism for
central pore loops(61, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72). Glycine provides the exibility
for the loop to change its orientation upon ATP hydrolysis thus facilitaing the
backbone rotation of aromatic ring that will provide the transient binding and
release interaction to SPs. Orientation changes of backbone dihedral angles of
Tyr91 apply an torque  70pN  nm to promote peptide translocation. In a
CW sequential intra ring allostery, this torque distributes at more positive value
compared to a CCW sequential allostery, indicating a more ecient SP handling.
Detailed analaysis on interaction between active loops to peptides shows stronger
correlations between succesive subunit motions in CW fashion allostery, showing
CW allostery is more successful to passing SP to next active subunit.
Substrate proteins with beta hairpin structure located near the degradation
tag are shown to be more resistant to pulling forces from unfoldase. Here I show
that beta hairpin has a unfolding time of 3.5  and helix has a unfolding time
of 3  , which estimates to be a energy barrier dierence of 0.2 Kcal/mol. From
what I observe in the simulations, beta stand undergoes a highest cooperative
unfolding and translocation compared to other secondary structures, supporting
sheering unfolding fashion of beta strand. Even though breaking multiple hy-
drogen bonds simultaneously, beta strand unfolding results in a unfolding time
signicantly larger than alpha helix due to the entropy gain in the unfolding
events. Whereas for the helix unfolding, the entropy gain is not a major con-
tributing factor compared to beta strand. Therefore the topology dierence of
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the secondary structures denes unfolding behaviors of secondary structures by
ClpY.
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3Asymmetric allosteric
communication of
homohexameric AAA+
molecular machine, ClpY
In this chapter, I choose the most structurally abundant ClpATPase(50, 73, 74,
75), ClpY as target, aiming to understand intra-ring allosteric coupling of ring
structured AAA+ molecular machine through combination of normal mode anal-
ysis and molecular dynamics. Normal mode analysis on subunits with dierent
conformational states allows us to observe distinct behaviors of each subunit in
various stage of nucleotide cycle. Also details of conformational changes could be
amplied by examining monomer's conformational changes. Two pore loops move
in opposite direction to the rest of the structure. Conserved motifs Walker-A/B,
Switch I work as hinges for domains and Switch II mediates the rotational motion
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of C domain toward N domain. Pairwise correlations of amino acid motions of
ClpY reveal, in accord with molecular dynamics simulations, weak coupling of
subunits. Importantly, I nd that large exibility, particularly within I domain,
and weak long-range coordination of subunits within the ring give rise to multi-
ple low frequency modes that contribute substantially to these transitions. The
motions of these modes all involve swing-like extension of I domain. Pore expan-
sion could also be observed as N domain undergoes a torsional motion. Normal
mode analysis of I domain deletion mutant shows a distinct way of propagation
than wild type ClpY due to the lack of constraints coming from I domain. Pair-
wise correlation map of ClpY structure with one subunit in closed state shows
a strong correlation between subunit E, the subunit that has already underwent
conformational change to closed state, and subunit F, the clockwise neighboring
subunit. However, removal of I domain of the same structure does not result in
strong correlations between E and F subunit. These results explain experimental
observations in a recent literature that I domain deletion could decrease ATP hy-
drolysis activity by  50 times. I domain's bridging motion observed in current
study could coordinate the conformational changes between subunits thus trigger
the ATP hydrolysis activity. Allosteric relevant residues pinpointed by structural
perturbation method show overlapping results with evolutionary crucial residues.
These highly conserved residues are mostly located in the inter-domain interfaces
or the central pore regions contributing to overall intra-ring allosteric mechanism
or functional motion of threading SP through the pore.
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3.1 Methods
3.1.1 Normal mode computation and analysis.
Elastic network model (76) that each amino acid is represented by a virtual
particle located at the C position is used in current study. The potential energy
of the protein is given by
E =
1
2
X
d0ij<Rc
K
 
dij   d0ij
2
(3.1)
where dij is the distance between interaction sites i and j, d
0
ij is the corresponding
distance in the native structure, and K is the spring constant. The value of Rc,
9 A for ClpY monomers and 12 A for the HslU rings, are chosen such that
the correlation between the experimental and computed B-factors are maximized
(77). Normal modes of the monomers are computed using the AD-ENM web
server at NHLBI (77, 78), http://enm.lobos.nih.gov
3.1.2 Overlap function.
To quantify how a given normal mode compares with the conformational change
along a transition pathway, overlap function is calculated as in the following
equation. I!M = j
PN
i=1~aiM~rij=
hPN
i=1~a
2
iM
PN
i=1~r
2
i
i1=2
, where this function
is computed by projecting the normalized eigenvector ~aM of mode M onto the
displacement vector between two functional states, ATP andADP states, and the
sum is over the N nodes, ~ri = ~r
ATP
i  ~rADPi , ~r()i are position vectors of the ith
node in the ATP (ADP ) structures. A value of one for the overlap corresponds to
the direction given by ~aM being identical with that of ~r. The relative amplitude
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of node i in mode M is obtained using qiM =
q
a2ixM + a
2
iyM
+ a2izM where aiM ,
 = x; y; z, are the ~aM components.
3.1.3 Directional correlation coecient.
To quantify the pairwise correlation of amino acids in structural motions, di-
rectional correlation coecient is calculated. To quantity the average pairwise
correlation of amino acids in all the functional modes, the covariance matrix of
principal modes of ClpY
Cij =
P
M(~aiM  ~ajM)=M
[
P
M(~aiM  ~aiM)=M ]1=2[
P
M(~ajM  ~ajM)=M ]1=2
(3.2)
where M is the mode M eigenvalue. To quantify correlations between like do-
mains, I dene the average pairwise correlation
hCA;A+i = 1
NA;NA+;
NA;X
i=1
NA+;X
j=1
Cij (3.3)
where A = even(odd) represents an  () subunit,  is the subunit separation,
and NA; is the number of nodes in domain  of subunit A.
3.1.4 Structural Perturbation Method
In order to understand the mechanism of how network of residues transmit al-
lostery, structural perturbation method is used as stated in literature (79, 80).
In a specic mode M , how much ith residue contributes to the overall allostery
could be assessed by its response to a local point mutation (perturbation). A
point mutation at ith residue could be realized by a small change of the force
constant connecting other residues to ith residue. The response of ith residue to
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this local perturbation could be quantied using the following equation, !iM =
1
2
P
j;d0ij<Rc
K(dij;M  d0ij)2 , where K is the perturbation to the spring constant
and dij;M is the change in the distance between residues i and j in mode M . The
higher !iM is, the more sensitive a functional mode M is to the contribution,
and the larger the energetic penalty is to create a mutation at a site i. In practice,
I use the criterion !iM > 2h!Mi to identify \hot spot" residues that are critical
for mode M , where h!Mi is given by h!Mi =
PN
i=1(!iM=N).
3.1.5 Sequence entropy
To assess the evolutionary importance of each amino acid in the sequence, se-
quence entropy is calculated using S = ln 20 +
P
i=120 pi(n) ln pi(n), where i
represent all 20 types of amino acids, and pi(n) is the probability of substitution
by amino acid i at position n(79, 81). The probability is taken from the multiple
sequence alignment (MSA) results obtained from ClustalW with default settings.
The range of this sequence entropy is [0,3]. A sequence entropy of 3 means this
residue is perfectly conserved. And a sequence entropy of 0 means this residue is
completely random.
3.1.6 Three dimensional structures of open and closed state of ClpY.
The atomic model are prepared from high resolution crystal structure with PDB
codes 1DO2 ( open state) and 1DO0 (closed state) (50). Both structures have 6
subunits, each consisting of 443 residues with residue number 174-213 unstruc-
tured. The 1DO2 has a symmetry of dimer of trimer; 1DO0 has a symmetry
of trimer of dimer. Both crystal structure are proven to be experimentally ac-
tive crystal structure. (51) The 1DO0 structure has a narrower pore than 1DO2
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(diameter  8 A vs. 19 A), and its conserved channel loop (GYVG motif) are
displaced by  8 A toward ClpQ. 1DO2 is used in simulations as open state and
1DO0 as closed state.
3.1.7 Molecular dynamics simulations
To investigate the allosteric motions due to ATP hydrolysis, I performed molec-
ular dynamics simulations of conformational changes of ATP hydrolysis at atom-
istic level. All atom simulations of conformational changes of ClpY are quite
computationally demanding. To overcome this problem, I adopted Targeted
Molecular Dynamics (TMD)(47) as a biasing technique to bias the conforma-
tional change within computational available time. To mimic the solvent eect,
implicit solvent model Eective Energy Function (EEF1) (48) is adopted in the
present work. A leapfrog numerical algorithm is used to implement TMD in
CHARMM program. The CHARMM program is used to perform Langevin dy-
namics simulations at 300 K using a friction coecient of 5 ps 1 and a time step
of 1 ps. Bonds involving hydrogen atoms are xed with the SHAKE algorithm.
3.2 Results and discussion
3.2.1 Lowest frequency modes dominate nucleotide dependent con-
formational changes
ClpATPases undergo functional conformational changes with cycles of nucleotide
binding, nucleotide hydrolysis and nucleotide release. Functional crystal struc-
tures of ClpY are carefully chosen to reect the functional conformational changes
during these active cycles(50). The open (ATP) state of ClpY has symmetry of
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trimer of dimer, the closed (ADP) state of ClpY has a symmetry of dimer of
trimer. The open structure ( 1DO2) has asymmetric subunit displacements com-
pared to the closed structure (1DO0) as demonstrated in Figure 3.2(d). As seen
in Figure 3.1, subunits A and E undergo ATP hydrolysis (ATP to ADP state) ,
subunit B and D go from apo to ADP which corresponds to nucleotide binding
process.
In order to characterize the essential dynamics underlying the conformational
changes of subunits, normal mode analysis is done on every subunit. To de-
termine the dominating mode that is signicant to conformational changes in
conformational change of nucleotide binding or ATP hydrolysis, overlap function
(see Methods) is calculated and shown in Figure 3.4. For ATP hydrolysis, mode
1 is the dominating mode for both subunit A and subunit E. Multiple modes
are contributing to conformational changes in subunit B (Mode 1 4 6) and sub-
unit D (Mode 1 2 4 6 ). Our results indicate that mode 1 of ATP hydrolysis
and nucleotide binding share the same vibrational pattern shown by Figure 3.3.
However, nucleotide binding do deviates from ATP hydrolysis by 2 extra normal
modes demonstrated by Figure 3.3. Mode 4 has very high displacements at I
domain which corresponds to a I domain extension mode. Mode 6, compared
to mode 1, has higher displacement at C domain and lower displacement at I
domain corresponding to a C domain hinge motion. This agrees well with the ex-
perimental results (75) which show that nucleotide binding has the most dramatic
conformational changes.
One feature that most members of AAA+ proteins share is that several do-
mains are highly conserved and play important functions in nucleotide turnover
cycles(82). To examine details of conformational changes during ATP hydrolysis,
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Figure 3.1: Scheme of nucleotide states of two crystal structures -
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Figure 3.2: Conformational changes of ClpY during ATP ! ADP transition
- (a) Overall arrangements of domains and subunits, C domain (blue), N domain (red),
I domain (green) (b) Open structure (ATP state) (c) Closed structure (ADP state) (d)
Displacements of C atoms between open and closed states. Color bars indicate domain
regions (same as in (c)). Sequence are oset by 1 in residue 2-174 in PDB structure and
oset by 39 in residue 210-443 in PDB structure
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Figure 3.3: Amplitudes of amino acids associated with important modes of
ClpY - (a) monomer A (b) monomer E. Larger amplitude displacements of I domain helps
I domain to capture the substrate binding, displacements of C and N domains divides C and
N domains into serveral smaller regions which moves as a rigid body. Highly conserved
domains Walker A Walker B Switch I Switch II locate in the hinge between rigid body
motions ( walker A (orange) walker B (cyan) switch I ( magenta) switch II ( yellow) )
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Figure 3.4: Overlap of normal modes of ClpY with amino acid displacements
in ATP hydrolysis transition (a) Overlap values (see methods) of modes of ClpY
monomer subunit A (b) Overlap values of modes of ClpY monomer subunit E. Low fre-
quency mode 1 contributes greatly to the overall conformational changes during ATP
hydrolysis in monomer (c) Overlap values of modes of ClpY monomer subunit B. Multi-
ple modes contributes to the overall conformational changes during nucleotide binding in
monomer (d) Overlap values of modes of ClpY monomer subunit D.
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which is the functional motion promoting SP remodeling, correlation map and
scheme of motion are plotted in Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6. Most part of I domain
and C domain move as a rigid body. N domain is composed of three smaller
domains as shown in Figure (divided by black lines) 3.5(b). In domain 2 and
domain 3, residue 80-100 and residue 279-304 has an anti-correlation with the
rest of the domain, which shows they move in a opposite direction. This two
regions are designated as loop regions that are facing the central pore of ClpY,
showing distinct motions of the pore loops. In Figure 3.3, conserved domains (
Walker A, Walker B, Switch I, Switch II ) are labeled with color bars to show
its relative displacements. In the common mode 1 of subunit A B D E, these
conserved domains all have relatively small displacements except for Switch II.
In addition, in the correlation maps shown in Figure 3.5, Walker A , Walker B,
Switch I all reside in the hinge regions between domains, whereas Switch II re-
sides in the rigid body of C domain. As indicted in scheme of the motions (3.6),
Switch II is in the location where it connects C domain to nucleotide binding
pocket, which shows Switch II serves important role in mediating conformational
changes during ATP hydrolysis.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.5: Pairwise correlations of amino acid motions in siginicant normal
modes of monomers (a) Mode 1 of subunit A. Boundaries between domains are indicated
by lines, with conserved domains indicated by color bars ( walker A in green walker B in
black switch I in magenta switch II in yellow ) (b) Mode 1 of N domain .
3.2.2 Multiple normal modes contribute to the weak inter-subunit
allosteric within ClpY ring
Ring structured nanomachines have been widely studied on its intra-ring allosteric
mechanism (83). In the present study, to see the eect of ring constraints on
overall conformational changes along the ring, normal mode analysis is done on
the hexameric ring structure of ClpY. In the normal mode analysis on ClpY's
ring from open to closed state, 94 nonzero lowest frequency modes are taken
account in order to fully describe the conformational changes. As shown in Figure
3.7(a),mode 1 (0.54) 2(0.28) 4(0.26) 5(0.24) 6(0.20) and 12(0.22) are the ve
principal modes that dominate open to closed state conformational changes. On
the contrary to monomer of ClpY, the domains that are most displaced in these
normal mode are I domain ( see in Figure S4). Mode 1, 4 and 12 has a symmetric
normal mode pattern of dimer of trimer as the open structure of ClpY. Mode
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.6: Motions associated with signicant normal modes of monomer
ClpY (a) Mode 1 of monomer A/E consists of swing motions of I domain and hinge
motions of C and N domain around interface between them (b) Another view of Mode 1 of
monomer A/E with colored conserved domains walker A (cyan) walker B (orange) switch
slowromancapi@ ( magenta) switch slowromancapii@ ( yellow)
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2, 5 and 6 have asymmetric normal mode pattern but bare symmetry close to
dimer of trimer as the closed state structure. In all the signicant normal modes
of ClpY hexamer, I domain undergoes a swing-like extension to reach out to the
outer space of ClpY, which agrees well with I domain's function as a substrate
binding domain. The pore also undergoes a slight expansion in mode 1 and mode
12 as the N domain undergoes a torsional motion.
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Figure 3.7: Overlap of normal modes of ClpY with amino acid displacements
in ATP hydrolysis transition (a) Overlap values (see methods) of modes of ClpY
hexameric ring (b) Overlap values of modes of ClpY hexameric ring with I domain deletion
(c) Overlap values of modes of ClpY hexameric ring with one subunit in closed state.
Multiple Low frequency modes contribute to the overall conformational changes during
ATP hydrolysis in hexameric ring (d) Overlap values of modes of ClpY I domain deletion
mutant with one subunit in closed state. Multiple Low frequency modes contribute to the
overall conformational changes during ATP hydrolysis in hexameric ring
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To see the average directional correlation between residues in all the contribut-
ing modes, a covariance matrix is calculated by correlation matrix (see Methods
) weighed by the inverse of its respective eigenvalue of the mode. Covariance
matrix of ve principal modes is shown in Figure 3.8(a). We found that the prin-
cipal modes of the ClpY ring are characterized by weaker long-range inter-subunit
correlations. Inter-subunit interactions take place on C and N domains of neigh-
boring subunits and decay rapidly around the ring. To assess the strength and
range of these coupling along the ring, I compute the average pairwise correla-
tions (see Methods) between domains in Figure 3.8(b) and 3.8(d). At short ranges
( 4 = 1 ), strong coupling of C domains or N domains of two neighbouring
subunits and strong coupling between C domain of one subunit to N domain of
next neighbouring subunit is shown to contribute to the coupling of neighbouring
subunit. At long ranges ( 4 = 3or = 2 , across the ring ), anti-correlation of
C domains contributes most to the negative cooperativity between subunits.
3.2.3 Distinct allosteric coupling of I domain deletion mutant
I domain (residue 110-243) is an intermediate domain that is inserted between N
domain and C domain of ClpY. In the family members of ClpATPases, ClpY's
I domain is unique to ClpY. However I domain of ClpY is proposed to share
the same function as N domain of ClpX or ClpA. N domain or I domain of
ClpATPases could have conformational changes during ATP hydrolysis cycles,
thereby aecting substrate binding or access(84). I domain deletion is shown
to diminish ClpY's activity of remodeling some substrates(74, 85, 86, 87). Also
I domain deletion decreases the ATP hydrolysis activity of ClpY ring, which
indicates that I domain plays an important role in coupling ATP hydrolysis(87).
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Figure 3.8: Pairwise correlations of amino acids in normal modes of ClpY -
(a) Covariance matrix of 5 principal low frequency modes of ClpY hexamer (b) Average
pairwise correlations (see Methods) between amino acids in the same domains , N domains
(black), I domains (red), and C domains (green) domains of subunits with separation 4 in
the ClpY ring. (c) Covariance matrix of 4 principal low frequency modes of ClpY hexamer
with subunit E in closed state (d) Average pairwise correlations (see Methods) between
amino acids in dierent domains , N domains to I domain (black), C domains to I domains
(red), and C domains to N domains (green) of subunits with separation 4 in the ClpY
ring. (e) Covariance matrix of 2 principal low frequency modes of ClpY hexamer I domain
deletion mutant (f) Average pairwise correlations between amino acids in same domains
,N domains (black), C domains (green) of subunits with separation 4 in the ring of 4I
mutant ClpY. (g) Covariance matrix of 4 principal low frequency modes of ClpY hexamer
I domain deletion mutant with subunit E in closed state
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Deletion of N domains in ClpX or ClpA remains active in nucleotide hydrolysis,
binding peptidase partner and proteolytic activity(84).
In order to see I domain's role in the intra-ring allostery, normal mode analysis
is done on deletion mutant of open structure of ClpY ( 4110  243). As shown
in Figure 3.7(b), only two modes, mode 1 (0.58) and mode 3 (0.58) contribute
almost equally to the overall conformational changes from open to closed state
with I domain deletion. Without I domain's connements on the conformational
changes, two dominating modes have a higher displacement amplitude for N and
C domains shown in Figure S5. Mode 1 could be described as a mode of propa-
gating the conformational changes by hinge motion of coupled domains along the
intra-domain interfaces as shown in correlation map in Figure S5a. This I dele-
tion mutant could be compared to the structure of ClpX with N domain deletion.
N domain (small domain) of one subunit have strong correlations with clockwise
neighboring subunit's C domain ( big domain) and moves as rigid body shown in
Figure S5a. Hinge motions of these rigid blocks formed by small domain and big
domain propagates along the ring. This result agrees well with the result of ClpX
N deletion mutant(45). Mode 3 could be designated as mode of pore expansion
by swing motion of domains formed by C domain of one subunit and N domain
of clockwise neighboring subunits. To compare with wild type ClpY, covariance
matrix indicating average correlation coecient between residues is plotted in
Figure 3.8(f). On the contrary to wild type ClpY, the inter subunit coupling
does not decay with more separation of subunits along the ring. In the pairwise
correlation between same domains, correlation of N domains with 4 = 0 drops
from 1 to 0.25 and correlations of C domains with4 = 0 decreases from 0.8 to 0.6.
Unlike wild type ClpY having positive correlations of neighbouring subunits, 4I
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mutant has an 0 correlation showing little coupling between neighbouring sub-
units. At further subunit separations ( 4 = 3), N and C domains have positive
correlations in 4I mutant other than the anti-correlation of C domains in wild
type. In wild type, the conformational changes of one subunit propagate to its
neighbouring subunit, while with I domain deletion, conformational changes are
more likely to propagate to the subunit across the ring. So this shows in wild type
ClpY, the network of I domain restrain the freedom of conformational changes
of N C domains and bias the propagation of motions toward the neighbouring
subunits.
3.2.4 ATP dependent conformational changes underlie clockwise al-
losteric coupling
Detailed sequential intra-ring allosteric mechanism, clockwise, counter-clockwise,
random have been proposed to explain the asymmetric propagation of conforma-
tional changes along the ring. F1ATPases, a heterogeneous hexamer with a cen-
tral stalk, works as a rotary nanomachine to synthesize ATPs. ClpX, ClpATPase
which share 50 % sequence homology with ClpX, favors a random or stochastic
mechanism shown by experiments (42). However, details of intra-ring allostery
of ClpY are not clearly understood. Coarse grained molecular dynamics stud-
ies of ClpY's intra-ring allostery indicate a clockwise biased mechanism(43) by
higher eciency in translocating an all alpha substrate protein. One hypothesis
for this favored clockwise directionality (with I domain facing up) could be that
there is an encoded clockwise preference in unique wiring of residues in ClpY.
In this present study, normal mode analysis is used to examine whether there
exists a structural preference in propagating conformational changes in clockwise
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fashion. For this purpose, I enforced ATP dependant conformational changes on
one chosen subunit (subunit E, residue 1617-2020) to see its eect to the neigh-
boring subunits and overall ring. Langevin dynamics is adopted to propagate
the conformational changes by using restraining forces from targeted molecular
dynamics. To fully describe atomistic details of conformational changes, implicit
solvent model EEF1 (see in Method ) is used. The end structure of these simu-
lations with one subunit in closed state is analyzed in normal mode analysis. As
shown in Figure 3.7(a), three modes mode 1 (0.27) mode 4 (0.46) mode 7 (0.43)
contribute to the overall conformational changes. To compare with normal mode
analysis on open state structure of ClpY, covariance matrix is also calculated as
shown in Figure 3.8(b). The conformational changes on subunit E aect clockwise
neighbouring subunit F strongly and subunit E F together move as one rigid body
in covariance matrix correlation map. Even though I domain moves in opposite
direction to the rest of the domains in subunit E, I domain of subunit E has a
strong correlations with I domain of subunit F. With this strong signal of E,F
subunits coupling, the neighbouring subunits' correlation pattern in hexameric
ring ClpY disappears in Figure3.8(b) compared to the wild type covariance ma-
trix in Figure3.8(a). Average pairwise correlations intra-subunit/inter-subunits
with E subunit considered as a reference at 4 = 0 is calculated ( Figure 3.9). In
the normal mode analysis of wild type ClpY, subunit E correlations to clockwise
neighbor subunit F by 0.32 and to its counter clockwise neighbor D subunit by
0.11.
While normal mode analysis of the structure with subunit E in closed state,
subunit E's correlations to F, clockwise neighboring subunits stays as strong
as wild type. In addition, in both cases (wild type and E subunit in closed
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Figure 3.9: Average pairwise correlations (see Methods) between amino acids
-(a) inter/intra subunits with E subunit as reference subunit located at4 = 0 in the normal
mode analysis of ClpY hexameric ring of open state ( black) and ClpY 4 I mutant(blue).
Also the inter/intra subunit correlations are decomposed into N,C domain correlation (red)
and I domain correlation (green) for the wild type normal mode analysis. (b) inter/intra
subunits with E subunit as reference subunit located at 4 = 0 in the normal mode analysis
of ClpY hexameric ring with one subunit in closed state (black) and ClpY 4 I mutant with
one subunit in closed state (blue). The inter/intra subunit correlations are decomposed into
N,C domain correlation (red) and I domain correlation (green) for normal mode analysis
of ClpY hexameric ring with one subunit in closed state.
state) the coupling between subunits decays as the separation becomes larger.
With I domain deleted in both cases, the intra subunit correlations in subunit
E decreases to  0:2. Also the stronger correlation between E, F subunit and
D,E subunit vanish and the decay of coupling along the ring does not exist any
more. This demonstrates this clockwise neighboring inter-subunit coupling is
facilitated through I domain's correlations. As shown in Movie, the E subunit's I
domain undergoes a bridging motion to connect to F subunit's I domains, C and
N domains of E also correlates with F subunit more through this bridging motion.
Therefore, I decompose the domain/subunit correlations into I domain and the
part without I domain ( C and N domain ) as shown in Figure3.9. While in the
wild type, C,N domains in E subunit correlate with counter clockwise neighbor D
subunit by 0.2 and correlate with clockwise F subunit by 0.6. As E subunit goes
to closed state, correlation between E and D subunits' I domains decrease from
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-0.3 to -0.5, correlations between E and F subunits' I domains increase from 0.2
to 0.5, which clearly shows the importance of I domain's bridging motions in the
communications between subunits.
I domain is dened as the recognition or binding domain for substrate pro-
teins. However, a surprising nding in experiments shows that I domain deletion
decreases the ATP hydrolysis activity by  50 times(87). This agrees well with
what I am observing here in the basic normal mode analysis on the interac-
tion networks of ClpY. Structurally I domains (110-243) is adjacent to walker
B (250-261), where mutations on Walker B are proven to demolish ATP hydrol-
ysis activity (82). I domain's bridging motion could coordinate conformational
changes between neighbouring subunits by enforcing conformational changes near
nucleotide binding pockets, thus stimulate conformational changes along the ring.
Thus I could conclude that I domain not only works a substrate trap, but also
could stimulate or coordinate the intra-ring allostery in ClpY.
3.2.5 Networks of conserved residues responsible for inter-subunit/inter-
domain coupling
To investigate the details of intra ring allosteric correlations, structural pertur-
bation method (see in methods ) is applied to current system to predict residues
that are energetically crucial for conformational changes. SPM of the most con-
tributing mode, mode 1, of wild type HslU, is shown in Figure 3.10 in green plot.
Mode 1 mostly describe the coupling motion of the neighboring subunits by I
domains, and also the pore's slight breathing motion. The residues with higher
! in mode 1 are the ones most contributing to this mode. The hotspots of each
mode are dened as the residues with ! higher than two times of the average
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! ( see in methods). The hotspots in various modes of HslU are listed in Table
S2 of supplementary material. Crucial residues in mode 1 mostly resides in I
domain as shown in Figure 3.11(a), which agrees will the conclusion from previ-
ous section that I domains bridge the conformational changes between subunits.
Two regions, centered in residue 75 or residue 292, in N domains that lie spatially
underneath I domain also contributes to the conformational changes in mode 1.
Interestingly, residue 292 locates at beta hairpin protruding to the central pore,
which could possibly binding to substrate protein upon its entrance to the pore.
It is shown in previous literature that dynamically relevant residues in nor-
mal mode analysis are normally biologically conserved(79). Multiple sequence
alignment is performed using ClustalW(88) by default settings. For the aligned
sequences results from ClustalW, sequence entropy is computed using S = ln 20+P
i=120 pi(n) ln pi(n). Evolutionarily crucial resdiues (Figure 3.10) locates at 7
major regions, residue 20-40 50-70 85-95 250-260 270-290 300-330 and 380-400
with region 50-70 corresponding to Walker A , 250-260 corresponding to Walker
B, 300-330 overlapping with part of Sensor I, 380-400 overlapping with part of
Sensor II. However, there shows little conservation in I domain region (residue
110-243) which deviates from functionally contributing residues in the dominat-
ing mode of wild type HslU. I domain, a unique domain to HslU, is not conserved
in other AAA machines sequences, providing justication for this deviation. I
domain, protruding from the rest of structure, experience less network interac-
tions resulting in its more exibility than N and C domains. The exibility of
I domain provides its capability to form bridging interactions resulting in inter-
subunit couplings. However, to gain comparison to the sequence conservation
results, SPM is done on the normal mode analysis of I domain deletion mutation
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of HslU. SPM of equally contributing modes, mode1 and mode3, is shown in Fig-
ure 3.10. Mode 1 has high ! peaks at region 20-40 50-70 85-95 250-260 270-290
and 300-330, which agrees well with sequence conservation results. Also mode 3
has a very similar prole of ! as mode 1 but has an additional high peak region
380-400 which corresponds to C terminal highly conserved regions. Hotspots of
two dominating modes are shown in Table S2 and Figure3.11. It is clear that
hotspots are all located at central pore loop region, or located at the interfaces
between domains.
Also in the molecular dynamic simulations, atomistic details in the conforma-
tional changes of subunit going from open state to closed state could be obtained
from the trajectories. Among the network of interaction that lies between do-
mains, charged residues in the interfaces could potentially form salt bridges to
form a electrostatic networks to play important role in inter-subunit coupling.
According to the distinct behavior of interface between subunit D,E and E,F,
saltbridges has been selected to shown its distinct behavior in MD simulations.
To quantify the potency to form saltbridges, occupancy number of saltbridge (see
in methods) is calculated for each of the possible saltbridge as shown in Table S2.
R393 K80 K68 residues of one subunit interact more strongly with E321 E286 of
clockwise neighboring subunits in EF interfaces than DE interfaces. In literature,
R393 is a highly conserved residues which is believed to mediate the conforma-
tional changes between N and C domains and mutations of R393A loses activity
completely(74). In addition, this arginine residue is also highly conserved among
other family members of AAA ATPases, which is suggested to play crucial role
in inter-subunit coupling(89). Mutations on these charged residues all result in
some defect in HslU's function, demonstrating the crucial role of these interface
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Figure 3.10: Structural perturbation method (SPM) compared to sequence
conservation in MSA( multiple sequence alignment)-(a) Sequence entropy (see in
Method section) from MSA (b) SPM of mode 1, most contributing mode, of hexameric
ring of wild type HslU (c) SPM of mode 1, most contributing mode, of 4I deletion mutant
HslU (d) SPM of mode 3, equally contributing mode as mode1, of 4I deletion mutant
HslU
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e)
Figure 3.11: Hotspots got from structural perturbation results of mode 1 of wild type
(a) , top view of mode 1 in normal mode analysis of the 4 I deletion mutant HslU ring(b),
side view of mode 1 in normal mode analysis of the 4 I deletion mutant HslU ring(c), top
view of mode 3 in normal mode analysis of the 4 I deletion mutant HslU ring(d), side view
of mode 3 in normal mode analysis of the 4 I deletion mutant HslU ring(e) with hotspots
highlighted in black. The list of hot spot residues in each mode is shown in Table S1.
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Table 3.1: Hotspot residues in Mode 1 and Mode 3 of 4 I deletion mutant HslU
Mode Domains Residues Number of residues
1 N domain
15 16 24 25 85 90
91 91 265 268-272 331
15
1 C domain 334 343 344 349 4
3 N domain
15 16 24 25 74 85
86 90 91 92 94 251 252
254 260 264 265 269 270
272 279 280 281 292 308 312
27
3 C domain 334 335 344 345 347 394 7
1 N domain 90 91 94 105 108 109 6
1 I domain
110 112 114-127
129-131 214 215 223
223-242
42
1 C domain 294 295 2
Table 3.2: Saltbridge occupancy number in DE and EF interface in MD simulations.
Saltbridge number Amino acids involved DE interface EF interface
Saltbridge1 R393-E321 1.11 2.51
Saltbridge2 R393-E286 0.58 2.32
Saltbridge3 R68-E286 0.58 1.09
Saltbridge4 K80-E286 2.73 3.03
Saltbridge5 K80-E321 2.04 3.26
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4Unfolding and translocation
mechanism of model substrate
proteins by repetitive mechanical
forces
In this present chapter, I use repetitive forces to mimic central pore loops' eec-
tive forces onto substrate proteins in allostery. An all alpha fold model protein
HBP, and an alpha beta fold model protein = are used as substrate protein
(SP). Stochastic forces assisted unfolding initiates from C terminus for both SPs.
However, = requires higher and more continuous repetitive forces due to beta
strand's high resistance to forces at C terminal. Eective repetitive forces alone
could lead to intermediates that agree with allosteric pathways. However, depend-
ing on the work exerted by the eective forces, dynamics of unfolding pathways
could be altered by changing free energy barrier of unfolding. In this chapter,
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repetitive forces are more continuous than forces in allostery resulting in more
work to lower the free energy barrier, which is shown to speed up kinetics of
unfolding and translocation. I domain's allosteric eects are shown be essen-
tial for various SPs to reach extended states which manifests I domain's role as
assisting unfolding and translocation. For small proteins with strong resistance
to mechanical forces, pore loops' breathing motions is also shown to rule out
unphysical pathways that several secondary structures unravel from the SP.
4.1 Methods
4.1.1 Coarse-grained representations of the model SPs and ClpY
We use a coarse grained representation of the SP and ClpY in order to probe
the biologically relevant timescales of unfolding and translocation of unique sub-
strate proteins. Langevin dynamics simulations are performed using CHARMM
program(90) with friction = 1.0 and a timestep of 0.25ps 1 at T=300K. ClpY
amino acids are xed to their current position in the open (ATP bound) state
and energy function is limited to non-bonded interactions with SPs. Each amino
acid of SP/ClpY is reduced to a virtual particle in C position and assigned
as type hydrophobic (B), hydrophilic (L), or neutral (N). In this work, I de-
scribe the unfolding and translocation pathways of two substrate proteins, an
all  SP termed the four helix bundle protein (HBP)(91, 92) and an = pro-
tein modeled for protein L(93, 94). HBP is composed of 4 helices of 16 residues
with sequence GELEELLKKLKELLKG which are connected by 3 exible loops
of sequence PRR. The = SP is composed of two  hairpins joined by an 
helix, with a sequence of LBLBLBLBBNNNBBBLBBBBBNNNLLBLLBBLLBN-
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BLBLBLBBNNNBBBLBLBLBL. The potential energy of each SP is Vtot = VBL+
VBA + VDA + VNB, which accounts for bond lengths (BL), bond angles (BA),
dihedral angles (DA), and non-bonded interactions (NB). The bonded interac-
tions are computed by VBL =
N 1P
i=1
kr
2
(jri+1   rij   a)2, where a = 3:8A and
kr = 100h=a
2, VBA =
N 2P
i=1
k
2
(   0)2, k = 20h=rad2 and 0 = 105, VDA =
N 3P
i=1
A(1   cos) + B(1 + cos3) + C[1 + cos+ 4 ] + D(1 + cos3) where
dihedral angles are either helical (A=0,B=C=D=1.6(1.2)h for HBP (=), turn
(A=B=D=0, C=0.2h), or extended (A=0.9h, C=1.2h, B=D=0). Dihedral
angles of HBP are modeled as helical (B and L residues) or loop conforma-
tions (two or more N type amino acids in a given dihedral angle), whereas
the specic secondary structure sequence for the = SP is given by eeeeeeeet-
theeeeeeeehhehhhhhhhhhhehteeeeeeehtteeeeeeee, where h e and t correspond to
helix, extended, and loop regions respectively. For both SP's, the ssrA degra-
dation tag is covalently attached at the C-terminus of the SP, and modeled to
favor loop conformations. Non-bonded intra-protein interactions are described by
VNB =
P
ij Vij(rij) =
P
ij 4hS1 [(ij=rij)
12   S2(ij=rij)6], accounting for all ij
pairs where ji+3. In the case of HBP for i = j = B, h = 2.125kcalmol , S1 = S2 = 1
and ij=3.8 A (C-C distance), while for i = fL, Ng and j= fB, L, Ng, h=
10 12 kcal
mol
and ij= 40.47 A (95). The parameters for the = SP are given as fol-
lows, h = 1:25
kcal
mol
, ij=3.8 A and S1 = S2 = 1 for BB pairs, S1 =
1
3
; S2 =  1 for
BL and LL pairs, and S1 = 1; S2 = 0 for pairs involving N residues (92, 93, 94).
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4.1.2 Scaled non-bonded SP-ClpY interactions to model allostery
The non-bonded potential, which describes inter-protein interactions, is described
by VNBinter =
P
ij Vij(rij) =
P
ij 4ij [(ij=rij)
12   (ij=rij)6]. Hydrophobic amino
acid pairs are then scaled by VGi;Hj = Gi;HjVHBPi;HBPj whereG = fClpY; SsrAg,
H = fSsrA;HBPg and ij = fB;L;Ng. For both SP's, non-bonded SP-ClpY
interactions are described by h = 2:125
kcal
mol
and ij= 3.8 A for BB pairs while
all other amino acid pairs are mildly repulsive with h=10
 12 kcal
mol
and ij= 40.47
A. In order to relect weak tag interaction and prevent folding of the ssrA pep-
tide, I have used reduced interactions given by SsrA;HBP = SsrAB ;SsrAB =
0:25; SsrAL;SsrAL = 1. Since these macromolecular machines have been shown
to exert forces up to 100pN (96), SP-ClpY active loop (ATP!ADP) transitions
interact with a high anity, described by ClpYB ;HBP = 1:5 to model the pulling
action. Interactions of the SP with hydrophobes on the distal surface are scaled
by ClpYB ;HBP = 2:0 to promote translocation, while all other SP-ClpY hydropho-
bic amino acids interact with ClpY;HBP = 1:25. These interactions are identical
to those used in previous work using this model (49). While there is no true ac-
tive loop undergoing allosteric transitions in these simulations, individual loops
are given such anities since the loops have been proposed to impart a favorable
torque onto the SP, resulting in translocation, where each move takes 100000 in-
tegration steps. And there are total 6 moves along the ring in a clockwise fashion
as the mentioned in a previous paper (43). Stochastic force simulations run for
50  using the time measured in cycles of moves ().
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4.1.3 Repetitive forces
In order to mimic the forces exerted to SP in allosteric conformational changes,
I used repetitive forces along the Z-axis, which are normally distributed, while
the magnitude of these forces is tuned by the scaling factor . Fz(t)=  fz(t)
( Kcal=molA), where f(t) follows a Gaussian distribution with  as standard
deviation  as the mean of the force distribution. For each given time interval
(inst), a random instantaneous force F(t) is applied to the SP. In order to mimic
the transient interaction between central pore loops and SP, inst is chosen to be
shorter time period than relax that SP is relaxed to the forces from loops. inst
used for dierent SPs is listed in Table 4.1. For HBP, inst is chosen to be 1.25
ps, while for more stable =, inst is chosen to be 12.5 ps. As seen in Figure 4.1,
the instantaneous forces match the allosteric forces as previous simulations(49).
In order to average out the thermal uctuations of the instantaneous forces, av-
eraging of the forces is done for every move. The average magnitude of forces per
move jhFzmax(t)ij ( 125-350 pN ) are consistent with the forces in experiments
and simulations.
In addition to the forces in the translocation direction, repetitive forces Fxy
are also applied in the xy plane. This is done to mimic pore uctuations and
1fzfollowsdistributionP (fz) =
1
z
p
2
exp[
(fz z)2
22z
]
2Number of succesful translocation trajectories
Table 4.1: Repetitive force parameters in simulations
Substrate proteinFzmax
1hFzmaxi z z(act)(inact)(ps)inst(ps)Ntrajncyle u t Nevents2
HBP 525 125 17570 1.8 0.05 2500 1.25 96 { { { {
AB 600 175 17570 1.8 0.05 2500 12.5 96 50 0.1 0.440.45 58
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.1: Forces in repetitive force simulations- (A) = time series of instan-
taneous Fz in comparison to allostery ( repetitive forces in black, allostery in red) (B)
= histogram of instantaneous Fz in comparison to allostery ( repetitive forces in black,
allostery in red) (C) HBP time series of instantaneous Fz in comparison to allostery (repet-
itive forces in black, allostery in red) (B) HBP histogram of instantaneous Fz in comparison
to allostery (repetitive forces in black, allostery in red)
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to account for the fact that the pore loops undergo both azimuthal and axial
displacements. For both SPs, jFxyj follows a Gaussian distribution with mean of
 = 0, standard deviation of  = 2:5. Directions of Fxy are controlled by random
numbers ix and iy, which ensures the direction of the forces on XY plane to be
random. For HBP, Only residues which reside within the pore (zloop avg Y 91+= 8
) experience the force. This criterion is consistent with paddling motions by the
loop in allostery. For the  SP, as shown in Figure 4.2 for residues that are
within [4; 17:5] ( the residues between the red and blue planes).
4.1.4 Preparation of initial conformations
The initial conformations are obtained by ClpY's capture of ssrA fusioned sub-
strate protein. The ssrA fusion protein is positioned on the proximal side that the
C terminus of the ssrA tag lies closest to ClpY, at a distance d0 = 8 A from the
plane dened by the six tyrosine amino acids of the ClpY channel loops. Then
the system is equilibrated for 12.5 ns to allow relaxation and SP binding ( see
in Figure 4.3 ). The interaction energy between the loops and the C-terminus
of ssrA is monitored to examine the relaxation time relax. SP conformations in
which the C-terminus of the ssrA is bound to the central pore loops are used as
initial conditions for allosteric-driven ClpY simulations.
4.1.5 Characteristic time scale for unfolding and translocation
Characteristic time scale is determined according to the mean rst passage time
to unfolding or translocation as in following equation
1= = 1=Nti=1;N (1=i), with N as total number of trajectories, and i as the
index of trajectory.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.2: Unfolding and translocation of various folds of substrate proteins
by repetitive forces- (A) alpha beta fold protein = captured by ClpY ( = in purple C
terminal strand in yellow ssrA degradation tag in orange N terminus blue bead, C terminus
red bead) (B) all alpha fold protein HBP captured by ClpY ( HBP in purple C terminal
strand in yellow ssrA degradation tag in orange N terminus blue bead, C terminus red
bead) (C) = + ssrA fusion protein ( 1 in purple , 2 in red, helix in green, 3 in blue,
1 in yellow, ssrA in orange, all turns in pink) (D) HBP + ssrA fusion protein ( helix1 in
purple , helix2 in red, helix3 in green, helix4 in yellow, ssrA in orange, all turns in pink)
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Figure 4.3: Relaxation of interaction energy between loops to SPs during
ClpY's capture of SPs
= SP: The rst unfolding event time scale (u1) is dened as QN  0:9.
The second unfolding event time scale (u2()) is dened as QN  0:65: First
translocation event time scale (t2()) is dened as the center of mass of rst
residue passes Z value of 17.5 A. The complete translocation time scale (t2())
is dened as the center of mass of all residues pass Z value of 17.5 A. HBP SP:
Unfolding event time scale (u(HBP )) is dened as QN  0:7. First translocation
event time (t1(HBP )) scale is dened as the center of mass of rst residue passes
Z value of 17.5 A. Complete translocation time scale (t2(HBP )) is dened as
the center of mass of all residues pass Z value of 17.5 A.
4.2 Results and Discussion
4.2.1 Repetitive pulling forces mimic the allosteric pulling by pore
loops
.
During ClpY ATP dependent conformational changes, the central pore loops
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undergo large scale conformational changes and exert repetitive pulling forces
onto the SP. Here, I have used a non-allosteric ClpY pore in the open (ATP
bound) conformation and mimic these repetitive forces by applying repetitive
forces every inst to the segment of the SP which is conned in the ClpY pore
( see in Figure4.2 ). The inst is chosen to be less than relaxation time relax (
see methods ). The forces applied along the z-axis are designed to mimic the
eective instantaneous forces found in allosteric simulations. Figure 4.1 shows
time series of the instantaneous repetitive forces (black) in comparison to instan-
taneous forces in allostery (red) for single trajectories of = (a) and HBP (c)
unfolding and translocation, while panels b and d show the probability distri-
bution of these forces for both respective SPs for repetitive forces (black) and
allostery (red). However, evaluating forces at every timestep is unreasonable
since thermal uctuations will inuence the overall forces, resulting unrealistic
values. Therefore, I average these forces per move to approximate the eective
force applied onto the SPs.
In the repetitive force simulations, I report jhFzmaxij = 125 pN for both HBP
and , which are in the same order of magnitude of constant force and AFM
simulations (49). Figure 4.4 (a,c) shows the time series of the average forces
per move for repetitive forces (black) and allostery (red) for = and HBP SP's
respectively, while (b,d) indicate the distribution of these forces. The maximum
average forces in repetitive force simulations agree with the maximum average
forces in allosteric simulations. However, the repetitive forces are more distributed
in a larger magnitude In this way, repetitive force simulations apply more work
onto the SP by consistently exerting larger forces since the repetitive forces are
chosen based on the distribution of instantaneous forces from allostery and then
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averaged per move.
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Figure 4.4: Forces in repetitive force simulations (A) = time series of average Fz
per move in comparison to allostery ( repetitive forces in black, allostery in red) (B) =
histogram of average Fz per move in comparison to allostery ( repetitive forces in black,
allostery in red) (C) HBP time series of average Fz per move in comparison to allostery (
repetitive forces in black, allostery in red) (B) HBP histogram of average Fz per move in
comparison to allostery ( repetitive forces in black, allostery in red)
4.2.2 Repetitive pulling forces enhance the rate and ecacy of un-
folding and translocation substrate proteins through a non-
allosteric ClpY pore
.
Given that repetitive forces exert more work, pulling on the SPs with repet-
itive forces results in faster timescales for unfolding and translocation. In the
allosteric simulations of =(43), the rst passage time of unfolding is 6:5 and
10  for translocation, while for HBP(49) these timescales are 0.68  and 24.6
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 respectively. However, the timescales in repetitive force simulations for the
= are 0.23  and 2.07  . The rst passage time of unfolding  is 0.38 (
see denition in Methods). As shown in Figure 4.6, with C terminus unraveled
from the native structure, ClpY could translocate a chain length of 22 A of the C
terminal beta strand. The characteristic time for unraveling C terminus is 0.96  .
To take into account of the allosteric cofactor ClpQ, distal restraints are applied
at the distal side ( see in Methods). The force constant of restraint is carefully
chosen so it alone is not able to translocate SP. With the distal restraints applied
at 50  , the whole  chain ( chain length = 212.8 A) was translocated with
characteristic time 50.06  .
While the timescales of repetitive force simulations are much faster than al-
losteric simulations, the conformational states that the SPs sample are very simi-
lar. As shown in Figure 4.5, at last 10  of the simulation, native HBP is unfolded
into two major states , three helix bundle state (QN=0.6) and another state where
an extra helix gets unfolded (QN = 0:3)).
As shown in Figure 4.6, repetitive forces could translocate two C terminal he-
lices to the distal side without distal restraints at the characteristic time of 2.07  .
HBP is a four helix bundle protein with week inter-strand interaction which could
be unfolded easily with mechanical forces as stated in previous literature (49).
The C terminal helix unravels almost immediately after the force application at
the timescale of 0.68  in allosteric simulations. Translocation event is the major
rate limiting step with a rst passage time of 24.6  in allosteric simulations. To
overcome the free energy barrier to translocate unfolded HBP, work accumulating
from the repetitive forces by the pore loops is required. However, = protein is
a more stable model protein with a characteristic time of unfolding the C termi-
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 4.5: Unfolding and translocation pathways of four helix bundle (HBP)
model protein (a) Probability density plots of the fraction of native contacts and radius
of gyration (b). The partitioning of native contacts at the last 20 %of the simulations with
hjFZ jmaxi = 150pN (d). The overall reaction schematic for unfolding and translocation in
comparison to allosteric unfolding pathways ( dashed line indicates states not available in
current simulations)
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nal strand at 6:5 with continuous eort from forces pulling on degradation tag.
And immediately after unfolding, translocation of C terminal strand happens at a
timescale of 10  . To overcome the free energy barrier for unfolding =, contin-
uous forces with magnitude large enough to unravel the C terminus are required.
As shown in Figure 4.1, the forces in repetitive simulations are more continuous
than allostery which enables = protein to unfold in a shorter timescale (0.38)
than in allostery (6.5). Owing to the continuous forces, work done by repetitive
forces accumulates faster in repetitive force simulations and cause HBP protein
to translocate in a shorter timescale (2.07 ) than in allostery (24.6 ).
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Figure 4.6: Cooperative translocation of chain lengths (A) time series of chain
length of = in repetitive force simulations and with distal peptidase partner (B)time
series of chain length of HBP in repetitive force simulations
4.2.3 SP unfolding is initiated at the C-terminus
Clp ATPases catalyze protein unfolding by progressively pulling on the degrada-
tion tag. Due to the narrow diameter of the central pore, substrate proteins must
rst be unfolded for translocation to occur. Literature has proposed a model that
SPs are unraveled from the degradation tag while the resistance to mechanical
pulling depends on the local stability of the site of the degradation tag(54, 97, 98).
Therefore, unfolding and translocation mechanisms may be altered by attachment
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of the degradation tag at various positions of the protein.
In the present simulations with the = and HBP SPs, the ssrA degradation
tag is covalently attached at the C-terminus ( see in Figure 4.2). Given the small
size of these model proteins and that both termini are exposed on the exterior
of the SPs, both termini would be susceptible to unraveling during allosteric
motions. We monitored the average of fraction of native contacts of C terminal
and N terminal helix/strand from the rest of protein as shown in Figure 4.7. Both
SPs' unraveling initiates with the C terminal strand/helix, which agree with well
with experimental results.
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Figure 4.7: Fraction of native contacts of N terminus with the rest of structure
(black) and C terminus with the rest of structure (red) for (A) = (B) HBP
Although, due to the higher resistance of the beta strands at the C terminus,
= unravels by sheering the hydrophobic core. The inst and magnitude of FZ
required for = are slightly higher than HBP SP, which shows that resistance
of the = fold protein is much larger than HBP, in accord with experimental
ndings(98).
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4.2.4 Repetitive force simulations of the = SP results in two types
of unfolding and translocation pathways
To characterize unfolding and translocation pathways of the = protein by repet-
itive forces, the conformational states that the SP sampled are indicated in the
probability density map of QN and Radius of gyration (Rg), shown in Figure 4.8.
Since unraveling of SP starts with C terminus, depending on the orientations of
the forces relative to SP, strong hydrophobic core of C terminal beta hairpin could
be sheared by the forces or unraveled all at once. In the allosteric pathways, U1
state is recognized as the state in which hydrophobic core is sheared partly. Once
the C terminal hydrophobic core is completely unraveled, 4 could be translocated
through the pore to T1 state. From U1 further unfolding or further translocation
could end up with U2 or T1 state. T1 state could further unfold to T2 state where
the remaining hydrophobic core of C terminal beta hairpin is mostly unraveled, or
could further translocate another strand (3 ) to T4 state with a T3 intermediate
state. In these repetitive force simulations, I characterized two types of unfolding
and translocation pathways for the = SP. The rst pathway begins in the native
state and goes to intermediate U1, which has the C-terminal  hairpin sheared
just as in allostery. This U1 state can further unfold to state U2 by unraveling the
C-terminal  strand, or U1 state may further translocated to state T1, where the
unfolded state is conned by the pore. In rare cases, another C terminal strand
3 could be unraveled and translocated ending up with more extended structure
T3 or T4 state. An alternative pathway (Figure 4.9 ) begins by unfolding the
native structure by shearing the contacts between  strands1,2, and 4, resulting
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 4.8: Comparison of unfolding and translocation pathways between
repetitive and allosteric simulations of = protein (A) Probability density plots
of the fraction of native contacts (QN ) and radius of gyration in current simulations (B)
The overall reaction schematic for unfolding and translocation in comparison to allosteric
pathways ( dashed line indicates states not available in current simulations)
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in state I1. Due to connement of the pore and the size of the three strands
(124), I5 state can be further unfolded to I2 and I3 states without further
translocation.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.9: An alternative unfolding and translocation pathways of = protein
(A) Probability density plots of the fraction of native contacts (QN ) and radius of gyration
of this pathway (B) The overall reaction schematic showing two possible pathways for =
protein
The rst unfolding and translocation pathway agrees with the allosteric path-
way very well with states U1, U2, T1 and T2 well characterized by the probability
density plot. However, the further unfolded states T3 and T4 are rarely popu-
lated in this simulations due to lack of interaction with the accessory I-domain (
see in section 4.2.7). The second pathway does not start with unraveling C ter-
minal beta hairpin but breaks the contacts between 1; 2; 4 to 3 and . The
constant diameter of the pore restrained to 18 A may be a contributing factor
here, since in the allosteric simulations the pore uctuates between 8 and 18 A.
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4.2.5 Unfolding and translocation pathways of HBP agrees with al-
losteric simulations
The unfolding and translocation pathways for HBP in allosteric simulations are
described as rapid unfolding of the C-terminal helix by unraveling from the degra-
dation tag into state U1, an obligatory unfolding intermediate. State U1 state
could then proceed directly to translocate (U3) or further unfold (U2) and then
translocate (U3). By applying the distal restraint to account for the actions of
ClpQ, completion of translocation yields a state (U4) characterized by confor-
mations with Rg > 40A. To compare the mechanism of the repetitive force
simulations to allosteric simulations, the probability density map of QN and Rg
is shown in Figure 4.8(a). The native structure is quickly unfolded by unravel-
ing at the C-terminus and passing through the obligatory unfolding intermediate
structure U1. From here, a further unfolded intermediate U2 is also observed in
repetitive force simulations. Similar to the allosteric mechanism, HBP can be
translocated to the distal side from U1 state or U2 state, as indicated by state
U3 in Figure4.8(a). While I have noted that the timescales for unfolding and
translocation are much faster than in allosteric simulations, there is agreement
with the populated unfolded and translocated conformational states of HBP.
4.2.6 Translocation occurs through sharp stepped transitions
Single molecular experiments suggest that with ClpATPases' thermodynamic e-
ciency ( 35%), it is highly probable that they follow a power-stroke mechanism
(30, 31). Furthermore, previous simulations have also indicated sharp stepped
transitions in translocation of substrate proteins(49). Mechanical forces pulling
on terminal at either a constant velocity or a constant magnitude could result
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in a less cooperative translocation of the SP due to persistent pulling without
relaxation. Figure 4.6(a) shows chain length of the = SP translocated as a
function of time for a single trajectory and (b) for a single trajectory of HBP.
In both translocation events, I observe sharp stepped transitions. In the case of
HBP translocation, the average translocations steps are at chain length  68:9A
,  89:7A and 148:4A. The rst step corresponds to C terminal helix and he-
lix turn region connecting to helix3 and helix4. The second and third step are
recognized as a translocation of approximately 6 a.a. in helix3 and a transloca-
tion of turn2 helix3 turn3 and helix4 correspondingly. These results show that
translocation of unfolded structure happens in a highly cooperative fashion that
each step translocates a segment of secondary structure. Translocation of chain
length of = protein could be characterized in two stages. The rst stage is
translocation due to repetitive forces mimicking allosteric eects of pore loops.
The second stage is further translocation due to peptidase partner ClpQ (with a
optimal distal restraints see in Methods). In the rst stage, as shown in Figure
4.6(b), = could translocate an average chain length of  18:9A, correspond-
ing to the C terminal strand's last  6 residues. The second step in the rst
stage having a chain length of 54.0 A corresponds to translocation of turn4 and
4. In rare cases, when = could be translocated further toward distal side,
chain length of  80:8A corresponds to translocation of C terminal beta hairpin.
For = the stability against mechanical stretching from C terminal degradation
tag is stronger than HBP protein due to the networks of hydrogen bonding in
crystal structure, which results in this high resistance of translocation of a full
strand ( 9 a.a.) . With the allosteric collaborations with ClpQ, = protein is
further translocated to various states by large chain length steps. A propagation
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of 80 A corresponds to 34 strands fully translocated, and 160A corresponds
to 432 secondary structures fully translocated. These results agree quali-
tatively with the translocation steps of allosteric pathways, which suggests that
repetitive forces give a close description of allosteric motions of ClpY and implies
similar unfolding and translocation mechanism.
4.2.7 Role of allosteric factors in unfolding and translocation ( I
domain allostery and pore connement )
ClpATPases use ATP dependent conformational changes to aect SPs to unfold
and translocate. The most drastic conformational changes are the pore loops'
paddling motions, which results in repetitive forces onto SPs. ATP dependent
conformational changes also include other factors such as pore diameter uctua-
tions between open and closed conformations and the motion of the I domain. In
the probability density maps of Rg and QN , I have shown that repetitive force
simulations are able to populate conformational states achieved by allostery. How-
ever, there are some divergences in these unfolding and translocation pathways
which can be attributed to the rigid structure of ClpY. In the case of HBP, lack of
the allosteric movement of I domain results in absence of some further unfolded
thermodynamic states which need further assistance from I domain. In the case
of the = SP, the lack of uctuations of the pore diameter accommodated mul-
tiple secondary structural elements simultaneously, which was not observed in
allosteric simulations, though observed in rigid pore simulations while pulling
at a constant velocity or constant force. The uctuations of the I-domain are
very important in the allosteric simulations of HBP, since the SP was quickly
unfolded and required stabilization by this accessory domain to accommodate
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translocation. The eect of I-domain was lessened for the = SP, since the
unfolded state U1 retained a globular conformation with it's hydrophobic core
intact, or directly translocated to state T1. While the repetitive force simula-
tions have populated dominant states predicted by allostery, those states which
require assistance from this accessory domain are much less populated or com-
pletely missed. Figure 4.10(a) shows the density plot of the interaction energy of
the = SP with the I domain and Rg for repetitive force simulations.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.10: I domain assists unfolding - Probability distribution maps of the inter-
action energy between the SP and the I domain and the radius of gyration Rg for (A) =
SP (B) HBP SP
While in allosteric simulations, the interaction with I domain was most densely
populated at E' 0 kcal/mol and ranged up to -10 kcal/mol prior to transloca-
tion and after translocation (Rg > 23) this interaction increased, ranging to
-20kcal/mol. Based on the conformational states sampled, and the unfolding and
translocation pathways, I nd that the I-domain does not play a signicant role
for the = SP. Figure 4.10(b) shows the density plot of the interaction energy
of HBP with I domain and the radius of gyration for repetitive force simulations.
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Here, I nd that the I-domain interaction is very weak, with the largest proba-
bility at E' 0kcal/mol. While in allosteric simulations, we attributed transient
interactions of the I-domain, with multiple binding and unbinding events, to as-
sist in translocation, with the optimal interactions ' -30kcal/mol and ranging to
nearly '-100kcal/mol. In the repetitive force simulations, this interaction energy
is signicantly reduced by nearly half. In previous allosteric simulations, it is
shown that I domain plays a role to assist unfolding and translocating the par-
tially unfolded SPs by its transient interaction with SPs. Owing to the lack of
I domain's allosteric conformational changes, the interaction between HBP and
I domain has up to   40Kcal=mol. This leads to the less extended unfolded
HBP compared to allosteric simulations ( see in Figure 4.8(c). However, interac-
tion energies between I domain and SP still have distributions near 0 Kcal/mol
and -30 Kcal/mol forming this transient interaction which may assist in further
translocation of unfolded HBP.
Along with the pore's conformational changes, the pore diameter also goes
though a open to closed and closed to open conformational changes throughout
allosteric cycles. People have considered the pore size eect in constant force
pulling simulations though a modeled pore to the mechanism of unfolding and
translocation (99). More stringent pore connement leads to a lower S thus
higher G for unfolding SPs. Less stringent pore connement leads to a multiple
pathways of unfolding just as in = protein's case (see in Figure 4.9). A pore size
of 6 A rules out the possibilities of translocating multiple secondary structures
together though the pore. With pore diamater cycling from 8 to 18 A, entropy
restraints of the chains of SP restrains initial unfolding pathway to follow a single
direction where the C terminal strand unravels from SP.
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5Conclusions
In this thesis study, I used molecular dynamics simulations to investigate the
working mechanism of ClpY, a baterial AAA+ unfolding chaprones. Many as-
pects of its working mechanism are revealed for the rst time in this study, which
could shed light onto the common mechanism of these class of molecular machines
and provide useful information on uncover the mystery of many degradation re-
lated diseases.
First I designed a novel protocol to simulate allosteric motions of ClpY's ef-
fect to SP remodeling using atomistic details. Using this method, mechanism
of versatile fold of peptide unravelling by ClpY's allosteric motion. Secondary
structure is fully unravelled after translocation through the central pore of ClpY.
Stochastic stepwise translocation for unfolded fusion peptide by the coordinated
loop motions is found out,in accord with single molecular experiments. Recent
years single molecular experiments are invented to allow direct observation of ter-
tiary structure unravelling by AAA+ unfolding chaperones. However, a pausing
event during the translocation of polypeptide was observed in single molecular
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experiment. And this behavior could not be explained by the possible pausing
due to primary structure of polypeptides. My simulation results show that there
exist another level of rate limiting step beyond tertiary structure unfolding. And
this pausing event could be assigned to secondary structure unfolding or refold-
ing events. In addition, substrate translocation is promoted by TBR mechanism
by the side chain of Tyr91 through interplay of electrostatic and van der Waals
interactions. This result provides microscopic picture that could explain many
mutational experiments on the central pore loops of AAA+ unfoldases.
Second using the atomistic model I designed, the eect of intra-ring allosteric
mechanism to translocation kinetic was investigated. There shows a faste kinet-
ics in a clockwise sequential allosteric mechanism than a counter-clockwise. In a
clockwise sequential intra ring allostery, eetive torque distributes at more posi-
tive value compared to a counter clockwise sequential allostery, indicating a more
ecient SP handling. Detailed analysis on interaction between active loops to
peptides shows stronger correlations between successive subunit motions in clock-
wise fashion allostery, showing clockwise allostery is more successful to passing
SP to next active subunit.
Third, in order to understand the structure basis for this clockwise inter-
subunit correlations, normal mode analysis was done in this study. It shows
that the architecture of ClpY ring limits their possible modes of operation. Wild
type ClpY has a decaying intra domain correlation suggesting strong correlation
between neighbouring domains. I domain deletion mutant of ClpY has an alterna-
tive intra domain correlation along the ring, showing a strong correlation between
subunit and the subunit cross the ring. This alternative correlation shows that I
domain restrain the freedom of the C and N domain motion to prohibit correla-
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tion accross the ring. Covariance matrix of ClpY with one subunit in closed state
shows a strong correlation to clockwise neighbouring subunit, however, I domain
deletion mutant with one subunit in closed state lack that property. I domain is
believed to play the function of correlating domain motions to promotes clockwise
neighbouring subunits coupling motions.
Finally, it is known that the paddling motion of the loops imparts stochastic
mechanical forces onto substrate proteins for unfolding and translocation. How-
ever,simulating this allosteric mechanism for such a large biomolecular system on
biologically relevant timescales is computationally extensive and proves exceed-
ingly dicult. Therefore I designed an novel method to simulate the unfolding
and translocation of SP using repetitive forces that mimics the allosteric motions
of ClpY. This method not only provide a easily modulated way to simulate AAA+
unfolding chaperones' allosteric eect to SP unfolding and translocation and also
make direct simulations of many other AAA+ unfolding chaperones possible. It
is found out that repetitive forces unfold and translocate model SPs in similar
mechanism as in allosteric simulations. However, I domain's allosteric eect is
shown be essential for various SPs to reach to extended states which manifest I
domain's role as assisting unfolding and translocation. For small proteins with
strong resistance to mechanical forces, exibility of central pore is also shown to
rule out the unphysical pathway that several secondary structures unravel from
the SP. Therefore, model that considers other allosteric factors are to be consid-
ered for comparison studies.
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